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SD not shaking with fear
Active Rose Canyon Fault parallels USD campus
But is San Diego, and
USD
in particular, really
Staff Writer •
facing the same risk as ar
Sari Diego has long been promoted as an eas such as Northridge,
area free of the threat of a major earth which has a history of re
cent seismic activity?
quake, that those living
The an
in the Los Angeles and
swer
to
San Franciscoareas face
this
ques
every day, and the re
of a three-part VISTA scries
tion de
corded seismic activity
pends
upon
the
definition
supports this claim—to a point.
of
"recent."
The
6.6
tremor
But recent research has revealed that
in
Northridge
was
preceded
San Diego may not be the "safe zone"
by an earthquake of the same
many believe it to be.
The effects of the Jan. 17 Northridge magnitude in San Fernando
earthquake on the nearby campus of CSU in 1971, only 20 years apart
Northridge reveals the impact a major and relatively recent.
San Diego has its own
earthquake could have on a university such
"recent"
activity from a geo
as USD.
logical
pointof
view. A fault
The numerous problems facing Cal.
is
regarded
as
active for as
State Northridge included missing pet
long
as
10,000
to 100,000
snakes, extensive damage to the main li
years.
brary, and a fire in a science building.
Faults near USD: potential problems
Although in the past 50
Luckily, the earthquake occurred dur
ing CSUN' s winter break and classes were years, San Diego has only
able to commence for the spring semester experienced a handful of earthquakesof mag Jolla Bay and continues south all the
on Feb.14, only two weeks later than sched nitude 3.5 or greater, researchers have uncov way to the international border, with
uled, using rented and borrowed facilities ered activity of a much larger magnitude branches extending into the USD area,
in lieu of those buildings which were ren which seems to have occurred between 1,000 including Tecolote Canyon.
Researchers G.W. Moore and M.P.
and 8,000 years ago along the major fault in
dered inoccuable due to the quake.
occurrence
of 25earthquakes per yearat
The damage to the campus, which is one this area, the Rose Canyon Fault.

Derek Teaney

Part one

mile from the epicenter of the quake, was
initially estimated at $150 million.

The Rose Canyon Fault zone begins off
shore near Carlsbad, comes onshore in the La

see QUAKE on page 2

State legalizes
mace; brings
security to
citizens
Courtney Moon
Staff Writer

In an attempt to provide more effective
methods of safety for its citizens, as of March
1, the State of California has made pepper
mace, a highly potent self-defense spray, legql
for purchase and use.
Made of hot pepper extract, pepper mace is
a much more potent and irritating chemical
substance than itspredecessor, standard chemi
cal mace.
When sprayed on an attacker, pepper mace
causes loss of vision, eye tearing and creates
difficulty breathing.
One simple spray of pepper mace in the face
can adequately disable an assailant for up to
20 minutes, allowing a victim an escape route
to safety.
This new California law attempts to give
citizens an chance to prevent themselves from
becoming victims.
By allowing individuals to carry this new
and improved version to standard chemical
mace, legislators are hoping to provide vic
tims with greater odds against assailants.
Although anyone can purchase pepper mace,
there is, however, a small catch. In order to
buy this self defense device, a California state
license is required. This certification process
involves successful completion of a state-

VISTA makes headlines
community — and moreover, does ated news source, what then, is the
the VISTA do so on a regular basis? mission of the VISTA? "In short,"
And as USD's only widespread, replied Bryan Dobson, the VISTA's
Special to the VISTA
current editor-inpermeating
chief, "our mis
USD Communication Studies sources of news,
sion is basically
Professor, Venita Kelley, was usu should
the
of a three-part VISTA series
to reflect the di
ally animated and vocal in greeting VISTA be scru
her students, with dancing eyes and pulous in its filtering of stories into versity of the [USD] community
and to educate and to report on
resplendent smile which matched publication?
As the sole intra-campus medi- news unbiasedly — news without
the bright hues of her wardrobe. But
bias."
that day last semester wasdifferent.
Is the VISTA fulfill
One courageous student bolted
ing this mission? Some
o'ut, "What's wrong?"
USD students think so.
"This article," Professor Kelley
legalizes
SD not shaking with fear Stale
mace; brings
"I
think it fulfills the
replied in frustration.
|
Active Rose Canyon Fault parallels USD campus
security to
moral and social obliga
citizens
She held up, to the class, the
tion of the school's phi
object in her hands. It was an Octo
losophy and mission,"
ber issue of the VISTA.
said USD senior Jane
A discussion amongst the stu
Murray. "I think that it
dents, regarding a controversial
does its best to respect
editorial on the Rodney King and
the individual's rights and
Reginald Denny trials which had
gives an open forum for
been printed in that issue of the
opinions of students. It
VISTA, usurped the remaining time
VISTA makes headlines
upholds the fairness and
of class. Aside from the questions
accuracy clause. I think
raised and opinions given by stu
it's a pretty good paper."
dents about the controversial con
"I don't read the entire
tent of the article itself, the issues
thing," replied senior
which flourished in discussion were
Stuart Kerst, "but the ar
as follows.
ticles I read I think are
What role was the VISTA play
ing in the publishing of this article?
Did it accurately reflect the values,
see VISTA on page 3
attitudes and beliefs of the USD

see MACE on page 6

Kristin Chapman
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BANGKOK, Thailand—Khmer Rouge guer
rillas were holding a young American woman
and several Cambodians for ransom yester
day along Cambodia's southern coast, a U.S.
Embassy spokesman in Phnom Penh said.
The spokesman, who asked not to be iden
tified, said that Melissa Heinz and probably
three Cambodians were being held in the
Kampot area and that the Khmer Rouge was
asking for wells tobe dug for thegroup before
it would release the hostages.

ELKO, Nev. — One of the top-ranking offi
cials of the Walt Disney Co. and two others
were killed S unday whena helicopter crashed
into a mountainside in northeastern Nevada,
authorities said.
Frank Wells, who had been president and
chief operating officer for Disney since 1984,
died at the scene. Also killed were the pilot,
Dave Walton, 46, of Idaho Falls, Idaho, and
a woman whose name was not released.

PITTSBURG — A Concord man has been
arrested for allegedly plotting to murder his
pregnant wife, who was shot four times but
survived, police said.
Police questioned John David Martin, 26,
then arrested him on two counts of attempted
murder, the Contra Times reported Sunday.
An unidentified police source told the pa
per the John Martin had laken out a S500,000
insurance policy on his wife in February.

New York — Charles Kuralt, who led a loyal LYNWOOD—A grocer followedtwo youths
"Sunday Morning" congregation for 15 years, he suspected of stealing cookies from his
SAN SALVADOR,El Salvador—An Ameri has stepped down from the pulpit.
market and shot and wounded a 14-year-old
can serviceman holding what he thought was
The broadcast veteran called it a day at the when the youth reached into his waistband,
a fake grenade accidentally caused it to ex close of this week's edition of the 90-minute
authorities said.
plode yesterday, killing himself and injuring news and features program, which he has
Kim drove his car in pursuit of the youths
four people, a radio station reported.
anchored since its inception in 1979.
and confronted them a few blocks away from
Lt. Col. Julio Ramon Rivera, 47, who was
"Time for us to part, you and I," said
assigned to the U.S. Embassy, went to a Kuralt, who three weeks ago announced his his market. The youths denied they took
anything. Then one drew a knife: Kim drew
police barrack in the capital to press for the retirement from CBS news after 37 years.
his
gun and ordered the advancing boy to stop.
release of three of his Salvadoran employees
"I aim to do something traveling and read
Sgt.Spear of the Los Angelescounty
who had been detained for carrying weapons, ing and writing," he said, "and to watch this
Sheriffs
department said that's when the 14YSKL radio station said.
program the civilized way for a change — in year-old began advancing and reaching into
The radio said Rivera, trying to prove to my bathrobe, while having breakfast."
his waistband and fired once from his .38police that the weapons were fake, pulled the
caliber
revolver. The boy underwent surgery
pin on a grenade, which exploded.
— briefs compiled from newswire reports
and is listed in critical condition, Spear said.

• QUAKE
continued from page 1

a magnitude of 3.5 or a single tremor of a
magnitude between 6.5 and 6.9. Since a
series of 3.5 earthquakes has not occurred,
experts lean toward the occurrence of the
less frequent earthquakes of greater magni
tude.

SPEEDY LUBE & TUNE
AAA Approved

Carole Ziegler, a professor of earth sci
ence at USD and a member of the Earth
quake Preparedness Committee of the San
Diego County Office of Disaster Prepared
ness, tends to agree with this assessment.
When asked how serious she perceived
the threat of a major earthquake to be, she
responded without hesitation, "Within the
next 20 years."
More difficult to ignore than geological
predictions, which seismologists them
selves will admit are frequently inaccurate
due to the nature of the field, are remnants
of local history.
Letters from the padres of the missions
of the San Diego area have provided more
insight into the seismic activity before the
appearance of Richter scales.
One particular account of an earthquake
on Nov. 22, 1800 that damaged both the
San Diego and San Juan Capistrano mis
sions, has led seismologists to estimate that
the quake was of a magnitude greater than
6.5 in order to account for the damage at
these two sites 60 miles apart.
This evidence provides support for the
assertion that the San Diego's seismic his
tory has not been free from major earth
quakes.
Evidently, the threat of a major earth
quake to the San Diego area is greater than
most people imagine.
In actuality, the Rose Canyon Fault zone
extends into many communities that were
believed to be on stable ground, including
the USD.
Earthquakes prove difficult to predict
and impossible to prevent, and their effects
arc equally as elusive.
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Recycle the VISTA

• VISTA
continued from page 1

good. Social and community inter
ests — I like that."
Other USD undergrads disagree.
Senior Kristen De Fazio com
mented, "The articles just don't
interest me. They aren't written
very well in my opinion. Perhaps
[the writers] don't have enough time
before deadline, but I just don't
ever find any really important is
sues covered in the paper—consid
ering it is on a,college campus."
Jay Vigeland, USD senior: "The
writing varies from fairly good to
horrific. Editing is constantly a
problem — [the VISTA] often re
minds me of a high school publica
tion and oftentimes, journalistic eth
ics are compromised in the nameof
augmenting readership and popu
larity. Ithinkitis sad thatmore isn't
done about it — perhaps profes
sional assistance to help [its] writ
ers. I don't blame [the VISTA staff]
— no one is a professional journal
ist right off the bat. But clearly this
is not an excuse. Think before you
print."
Some USD students, as well as
faculty, acknowledge the potential
of the VISTA asacompetent news
paper, but also recognize elitist
views assumed by the writers.
Dr. Bethami Dobkin, USD Com
munication Studies professor, re
called, "It has been a problem with
the VISTA, in being very insular.
By insular, I mean catered to a par
ticular taste of those few around the
editorial pages. I think that's
changed somewhat."
Dr. Dobkin also acknowledged
the VISTA's need for "the stronger
basic skills of journalism — double
checking sources, accuracy of information, editing," as well as sto-

ries "both investigative and those
pertaining to the USD community
— like last year's piece on fake
IDs."
Still others in the USD commu
nity recognize the fallibility and
humanness of the VISTA and its
writers, but are still very support
ive.
"Sure they aren't perfect and
sometimes they make mistakes,"
said senior Rian Kirkman. "We
need to remember that this is an
academic institution and the VISTA
serves as a learning experience for
them. I think they handle it in a
professional and entertaining man
ner."
Kevin Barrett, USD senior: "I
think the articles are a 50 percent
representation of what the students
are thinking. It would be great if the
quality of the articles was up the
standard of regular newspapers, but
that's asking a lot. Personally, I
read the VISTA often and enjoy it."
Just as was experienced with Pro
fessor Kelley's group of students
last semester, there are ostensibly a
myriad of views about the compe
tency of the VISTA, within the
larger context of the USD commu
nity.
Because of such diversity, even
in a relativelysmall scholarly popu
lation, VISTA Editor-in-Chief
Bryan Dobson wishes for "increas
ing participation" by USD students
— whether it be applying for a
position on the VISTA staff or
merely writing letters of complaint
or suggestion to the VISTA editors.
"I would love to see more people
contribute," said Dobson. He spoke
of the VISTA staff: "We've done
the best that we can and we still
are."
Whether that "best'"is deemed
as an acceptable ceiling of quality is
in the hands of the VISTA readers.

VISTA
fee passes
Dan Morris
Special to the VISTA

Along with electing next years
AS officers, USD students also ap
proved the VISTA fee. The fee
passed by a margin of 403 to 290.
This proposal will add $2.50 a se
mester to students tuition bill. The
proposal now faces the approval of
the administration.
According to Editor-in-Chief,
Bryan Dobson the fee will either be
approved by the administration or it
will be presented to the University
trustees. "It is not clear who actu
ally has the authority to approve
this fee," said Dobson. "I have
heard several different answers."
The fee passed a student vote last
year also. It was never approved by
the administration. However, last
years proposal was for a $10 a year
fee. Also, the election was con
ducted by the VISTA staff not the
Associated Students.
"Someone in the administration
was not convinced by last year's
results," said Dobson. "This year
we made sure that everything was
by the book."
If the fee is approved by the ad
ministration it will most likely ap
pear on next years tuition bill. The
fee will help pay for the publication
costs of the VISTA. It will also be
used to update the archaic equip
ment that the VISTA currently uses.
"I'm really glad the students sup
ported the proposal," said Dobson.
"It was essential for the survival of
the VISTA.

WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE WITH A STRANGER.

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve \ <D /
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a rideVSy
with a friend. It's the best call you can make, MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION \Y

Wicked Mondays
Get Wicked

Wicked Ale

$1.75 Pint
$4.75 Lg. Pitcher
Miller Draft $1.25 Pint
Spaghetti Dinner $.99
5:30-10:30
^jy
^

2222 San Diego Ave.
Sao Diego, CA
543-9767

Public Affairs
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to edit press releases for space
and clairity.

This
Week at
USD

Old Globe Theatre produc
tion featuring Richard
Easton, will be performed
in Sacred Heart Hall
through April 16.

Saturday April 9 & Sun
day April 10
The San Diego Crew Clas
sic will take place on Mis
sion Bay. For more infor
mation, contact the USD
Crew Office x2261.
Monday, April 11
8 p.m.—A student recital
featuring Sinta Mawardi
performing on the piano.
The event will be held in
Shiley Theatre.

1st

Monday, April 11
through Friday, April 15

Today
11:15 a.m. — A Career
Services workshop on
"Interviewing Skills" will
take place in Room 214B
in Serra Hall.
5 p.m. — Dr. Laetitia
Argenteri, Assistant
Professor of History, will
discuss "Victor
Emmanuel III of Savoy:
The Bourgeois King" at a
forum sponsored by the
Ancient, Medieval, &
Renaissance Studies
Group in the Copley 1
Library Seminar Room.

Students of USD's Phillip
Y. Hahn School of Nurs
ing will spotlight the im
portance of wearing
seatbelts during a special
campus-wide promotion.
For a schedule of the
week's events, or for more
information, call Mary Jo
Clark at x4574.
Tuesday, April 12

7 p.m. — "Living with
Dignity/Dying with Dig
nity: Gays and Lesbians in
San Diego speak about
theircommunity." A panel
discussion facilitated by
Professor John Halaka,
Departmeirit of Fine Arts.
The event will be held in
Friday, April 8
the Hahn University Cen
ter, Forum A. Sponsored
Noon—Learn to be asser by the Social Issues Com
tive! A workshop directed mittee. For more informa
by Dr. Judy Goodman, tion, call x4798.
Ph.D., of Mercy Hospital
will emphasize personal Thursday, April 14
rights and identify what
frequently prevents people 'Tradition and the Van
from communicating as guard: Jewish Culture in
sertively. Space is limited, the Russian Revolutionary
so RSVP to Human Re Era" at Founders Gallery.
sources x4594.
On loan from a private col
lector, the 40 works of art
8 p.m. — "Classic Beau in the exhibition will in
ties of Brazil." A concert clude representative stage
featuring Eric Foster on and costume designs,
guitar and soprano Ellen movie and theater posters,
Johnson. The event will sheet music and books.
be held at Shiley Theatre. Gallery hours are Monday
Admission charge.
through Friday, 12:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. The art will
8 p.m.—"Translations" a be on exhibit through May
USD Master of Fine Arts/ 13.
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USD hosts International border conference
• Sen. Alan Simpson promotes his new immi
gration bill to USD in Forum AB

•Edward James Olmos speaks of the importance
of education in Mexican-American future

Matt Klawitter
Staff Writer

Matt Klawitter
Staff Writer

On Saturday, March 26, Sen. Alan
Simpson was the guest speaker who dis
cussed immigration laws of the past and
present. Simpson
was elected to the
US Senate in 1978
from Wyoming and
he co-authored the
Immigration Re
form and Control
Act of 1986.
Currently, he is
the ranking minor
ity member of the
Subcommittee on
Immigration and
Refugee Affairs of
the Judiciary Com
mittee and theassis
tant Republican
leader of the Senate.
Most of Sen.
Simpson's speech
addressed his new
immigration bill.
First, Simpson re
ferred to his Immi
gration Act of 1990,
Simpson pushes
which was co-spon
sored by Kennedy, abd which Simpson felt
caused illegal immigration to drop from 1.8
to .8 million; however, there still continues
to be problems with fraudulent identifica
tion and gimmickry.
Simpson showed the audience a fake ID
made in his name from false information
and a passport photo, and by doing this he
explained how simple it is for an illegal to
attain fake identification and a social secu
rity card from a Los Angeles ID maker for
$50 to $100. Fake identification is most
commonly used to exploit the support sys
tems provided by the state. California isone
of six states which receives a majority of
immigrants. Gov. Pete Wilson is asking for
more help to crack down on theftd problem's:11
Gimmickry was discussed—people claim
falsely to be refugees and come to the US in
pursuit of a better opportunity, but in actu
ality they take advantage and put a strain on
the system. Simpson defined a refugee as
one who really flees to another country from
persecution for race, religion, or political
reasons. A legitimate refugee should return
to his or her country after the conflict is

over, but the problem is that most refugees stay
and try to live off the system. Simpson best
exemplified gimmickry with 21-year-old Chi
nese males coming to the U.S. and claiming to
be refugees by fleeing the People's Republic
of China's birth
policy.
Sen. Simpson
gave current an
nual immigration
figures as fol
lows: 700,000
legal, 120,000
refugee, 100,000
and
asylum,
300,000 illegal.
In the U.S., immigration con
tributes 35 per
cent of the popu
lation growth.
This is the high
est growth rate of
any Western na
tion. Simpson's
new bill wants to
reduce immigra
tion to500,000 in
five years and
refugees toalimit
his immigration bill
of 800,000. He
also plans to provide more assistance pro
grams for immigrants.
Also, Simpson wants to secure borders as
"it is the first duty of a sovereign country."
There will be harsher penalties for smuggling
illegals and criminal aliens. INS officers will
screen undocumented aliens and immediately
deport illegals. Military bases closed from
the defense cuts would serve as detention
facilities for illegals waiting deportation.
Simpson's primary theme remained con
stant throughout the eventing. Immigration
regulation is a sensitive topic which tends to
produce "emotions of fear, anger, and rac
ism." After his speech, Sen. Simpson at
tempted to answer questions. There were
several hostile questions about the limitation
of refugees fromEl Salvador . Simpson ex
plained how Salvadorans made up the second
largest flow of illegals to the US before the
turmoil started, and it is a complicated issue
when everyone is at war with each other in
this country.
Sen. Simpson feels that this new bill will
reduce anti-immigration feelings and increase
the fairness of the system.

On March 24, Edward JamesOlmos spoke
to a standing-room-only crowd of students,
faculty and members of the community in
the UC Forum.
Olmos has been re
ferred
to
as
"America's most
visible spokesman
for the Latino com
munity."
Olmos began his
presentation in the
"Bridges and Barri
ers of Immigration"
conference by men
tioning how the as
sassination
of
Colosio, the Mexi
can candidate for
president, hurt many
people. He added
that people felt like
most Americans af
ter
John
F.
Kennedy's assassi
nation. Mexico'spolitical system would
have
definitely
Olmos spoke of
changed had Colosio
been elected, and now the Mexican people
are in a period of transition — especially,
with the new NAFTA policy.
Olmos chose to address the question:
"What is a Mexican?" He first asked the
audience and then explained that one-half of
a Mexican is red (Indian) and the other half is
white (mixture). He emphasized that diver
sity is the key to understanding, and one can
benefit by looking at anthropology.
Olmos also spoke on how education is the
key to crossing bridges and breaking barriers.
He mentioned that the value of education
is important in developing the mind and

advancing oneself.
Olmos also praised teachers as a necessity
for the future. After establishing teachers as
the crux of society, Olmos explored the sys
tem and told how our societydoes not value
teachers enough.
For instance,basketball playersand
actors are paid
more than a
teacher. If it was
not for the teacher,
most successful
people would not
be in their cur
rent position.
Another ma
jor point that
Olmos
dis
cussed was the
imbalance of our
society hecWsfe
women are not
allowed tospeak
from pulpits. He
commented on
how
women
should not be put
down like they
have been in the
Mexican heritage
past.
Women
are often chastised by a terrible tradition, a
set of rules.
Lastly, Olmos discussed the ever-popular
"chasing the dollar." He explained how he
was a man who never did anything for the
wrong reasons in the pursuit of money.
Olmos said that one ought to put oneself
first with integrity and self-worth and this
means not being led by money. Values must
not be obscured and pulled away. Being
courageous is giving of the self.
Edward James Olmos spoke on issues that
were current and important, not just to Latino
people, but everyone.

Campus Interviews
April 12, 1994
OLDE, America's, Full Service Discount BrokerSM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on April 12,1994 in the
Career Center.

TEVA

Sport
Sandals

EQUIP YOUR TRIP HERE,
No Tickets... All Gear!

EUMILSUPPUES^

Inflatable Neck Pillows,
Sleep Sheets, Cable Lock,
Toiletry Organizers,
Money Converters,
vMoney Belts, Neck Walla
^and much r

VOYAGER (4500cu. in., 8.5x14x24")

Converts from Travel Pack to Back Pack, Cordura-Plus®

Nylon Water Proofed, Padded Back Wall, Aluminum Internal
Frames, Hideaway Padded Hip Belt A Shoulder Straps,
Internal Cinch Straps,Double Zippers For Locking,
Clip-On Travel Strap.
A AQA
Mfg. Lifetime Warranty y U U w w
Comp, $120.00

. BOOKS MAPS LUGGAGE
:K PACKS A ACCESSORIES

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

adOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

1655 Garnet Ave.,
Pacific Beach
Phone 483-1421
Hourt^pwnTDeyeAWeek

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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McCann gets USD's
Gene Eliasen
Staff Writer
It seems that Americans can never
escape elections. Everywhere you turn,
someone is running for office and wants
your support. This has also been the case
for the past couple weeks here at USD.
Unless you're a hermit or you never
pay attention in class, I'm sure you've
noticed the campaign posters all over
campus. The candidates have been busy
campaigning and all of their hard work
has paid off.
Jen McCann was elected the first fe
male President of AS by a healthy mar
gin. She beatheropponent,Eric Ludwig,
in the general election, after the two were
narrowed down from a large pool of
candidates in the primaries.
Esteban del Rio was elected as the
Vice President of Student Issues. This
position was also fiercely contested in
the primary election and del Rio had to
work hard to beat his opponent, Alexis
Pershall.
For the office of Vice President of
Finance, Matt Hastings won the battle,so

he will help to control the 5500,000 that AS
spends each year.
Although his position went unopposed in
both the primary and
generalelections, vic
tory is still sweet for
Chris Hutchinson, the
newly elected Vice
President of AS Re
lations. "I'm very
happy to have won,"
the new VP re
marked, "It was still
a lot of work, even
though I ran unop
posed."
In the final VP po
sition, Elizabeth
Fraim was elected the
new Vice President
of Programming. She
will be in charge of
all the AS director
ships, who gets tode
cide what movies, speakers and other events
we have here at USD.
In the position of AS Secretary of Academ
ics, Christian Davison came out with the vic

ote

The newly elected AS Secretary of Athlet
ics, responsible for such activities as getting
students to go support the Toreros at the San
Diego Collegiate Basketball
Game, will be Kass Maniatis.
And finally, rounding out the
AS positions is the Secretaryelect of Student Organizations,
Alicia Kemmilt.
The competition for the of
fices of classSenators was fierce
this year, as each class had at
least four people competing for
the two seats available.
For Senior Senators, the hon
ors went to running mates Rusty
Dehorn and Chris Skibba.
5
In the two J unior Senator po> sitions, Nicole Messineo and
1E Joe Brenckle came out on top.
| And finally, for Sophomore
Senators, the honors went to
Eric Carroll and
Dan
Sengenberger.
be responsible for organizing the two formal HsWe hope-that each of these student leaders
dances at USD as well as various other activi gives their constituents the leadership that
ties such as Disneyland and "The Price is they deserve and that next year's elections
don't get here too soon.
Right."

tory.
For the all-important position of Social
Chair, Anne Dold came out on top. Dold will

Seniors find
success

pfcnSUJ**1^—onomical,
BUILT FOR FUN,:'e '„WP5 to travel...
' ]

Erin K. Quirk
Staff Writer

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO*
There's a Ford or Mercury lust Like You...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement—because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRR
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finapce purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really are!)

•Special Finance rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.
**To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94. This program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle
restriction*apply, so see your dealer for details.

MM FORD

Ford
Credit

I
I

} L I N C O L N
/^MERCU RY

Visit Your Nearest Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealership Today...
or Call 1-800-321-1536 for Details on the Collese Graduate Purchase Program

i>ori In

USD's 14th annual Career Day, held on
March 23, drew its best attendance in recent
memory.
Career Day organizers, Career Services,
The Student Alumni Association and Alumni
Relations were pleased with the outcome of
Career Day. According to Denise Yamada
from KNSD, the local NBC affiliate, this
year's Career Day had "the highest student
interest ever at USD. The quality of student
questions was better and the level of awaren^ wasj^giiftr."
.. ,U XATNAolqUrfSTOUT
Other employers wertbexcited by the en
thusiasm that the students exhibited and look
forward to attending again.
Linda Scales, Director of Career, services,
felt Career Day was valuable for several
reasons. Scales believed Career Day not only
provided students with connections to the
business world, leading several students to
internship and job interviews, but it also
provided a reality check.
Many students maintained damaging mis
conceptions about the present job market and
Career Day provided an opportunity to rec
tify them.
Many students, she claims, were surprised
at the number of jobs available and were not
prepared to be recruited by the companies
represented. Students found, to their dismay,
that many companies had no interest in hiring
graduates without lengthy internship experi
ence. Scales considers all of this "insider
information" that can only help the student
better understand what she insists is a chang
ing job market.
Student reactions to Career Day were
mixed. Several students mentioned that the
industry representation was unbalanced: list
ing much more towards the financial services
side. Scales says however that students need
to explore all industries because though a
particular company's pursuit might not inter
est them, they certainly employ many differ
ent people in peripheral occupations.
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continued from page 1
approved trai ning courseand a $7 payment to
receive a non-transferable, lifetime license,
entitling the bearer to purchase pepper mace.
Certification courses can span the range of
a $25, four-hour chemical maceclass to vie vy
ing safe mace-use videos at the place of
purchase.
Although viewing a half-hour video at a
store is less time consuming than taking four
hours out of one'sday to attend a certification
course, the consumer can often be faced with
a much higher charge if he or she wishes to
receive certification through video viewing
at the store.
The reasoning behind the seemingly strict
certification procedures is simple. Director
of USD's Public Safety Department, Don
Johnson warns that the use of pepper mace is
a serious matter.
"Pepper mace is a great tool," explained
Johnson, "but it is only a defensive mecha
nism, not an offensive one."
Johnson explained that incorrect use of
pepper mace can not only put an individual in
a compromising situation, but also the use of
pepper mace without a license can lead to
prosecution.
Johnson also added that pepper mace is not
always 100 percent effective. Assailants se
verely under the influence of drugsor alcohol
or mentally unbalanced individuals may not
be stopped by the spray.
Although pepper mace appears to be much
more successful than standard chemical mace
or tear gas at stopping such attackers, a deter
mined foe might beable to continue attacking
nonetheless.
With this self-defense device available to
the general public, individuals now have the
ability to wield a successful crime deterrent.
The carrying of pepper mace may perhaps
cause individuals to take greater risks. Fe
male students, for example, might choose to
walk home alone at night now that they carry
a self-defense spray an option they may never
have considered before.Carrying peppermace

could very well lead someone to put them
selves in a dangerous situation.
Worried that USD students might adopt this
false sense of security by carrying peppermace,
Johnson reminds students to remain aware and
not to take chances to compromise their safety,
regardless if they carry self-defense devices.
Crimes of assault, Johnson adds, most often
occur to the individuals who least expect it. The
best way to prevent an attack, Johnson says, is
to stand tall, walk confidentlyand remain aware.
If one chooses to carry mace it is also impor
tant to have it easily accessible. A self-defense
spray is worthless if you keep it at the bottom
of your backpack.
Currently, there are only four state-approved
stores in San Diego which carry the single legal
type of pepper mace, called "First Offense."
First Offense pepper mace spray is sold in a
four-inch, canary yellow canister and sells for
around $18 in one of the following locations:
Ace Uniform, California Police Equipment
Company, Duncan's Gun Shop and Poway
Gun Works.
Since the pepper mace legislation went into
effect on March 1, pepper mace has been quite
difficult to find due to the sudden increase in
demand.
To receive a mace cairying certificate, you
need not look far. Last fall, USD's Department
of Public Safety held a state-approved mace
certification course free of charge to students,
and is planning on holding yet another this
semester.
To date, 26 students have expressed interest
in the certification course. If you are interested
in adding your name to the list, please call the
Department of Public Safety.
Certification courses are also held every
other Saturday, two weekends a month and
also one evening each week at Miramar Col
lege.
The classes run from 8 a.m. to noon and cost
$25 for the lifetime license.The next upcoming
class is Saturday, April 23, and no preregistration is required. For further information call
the Miramar College Administration of Justice
Department at 536-7838.

Ingenious
ousing
For
Serious
Students.
Vantaggio! It's a breakthrough in student housing. Vantaggio is a
unique, modern, self-contained community — designed for serious
students, like you. We've included everything . . . so you can focus
on school. Vantaggio amenities include:
Fully furnished studio, 1-bedroom, and 2-bedroom suites

YOU CAN NEVER BE
TOO PREPARED!
NAKED AT THE
INTERVIEW

Tips and Quizzes to
Prepare You for
Your First Real Job
By BURTON JAY
NADLER

Are you really ready to
dive into the job search
arena? Don't make a
move until you've read
this book!
s you proceed through
nine practical and intrigu
ing assessment exams,
you'll leam how to focus on
your most viable and valuable
job skills and then develop the
psychological and logistical
readiness to successfully
conduct your first job search.
Good luck!

with kitchenettes
Computer facility with P.C.'s, printers and modems
linked up with your school's libraries
Espresso Bar with baked goods and indoor and
outdoor seating
Private and group study lounges
Convenience store with school supplies and personal
care items
Fully-equipped shared kitchens and group dining areas
Optional meal plan with a variety of downtown restaurants
Optional maid and linen service
Monitored building access
Reserved underground parking

Model Suites Open for viewing, March 15,1994
Call 1-800-635-3939 for more information
Vantaggio is centrally-located —

0-471-59449-0
$10.95 paper

near San Oiego's newly renovated Gaslamp

'

Look for these career
guides at your campus
bookstore or other fine
bookstores nationwide.

studio, one bedroom, or two-bedroom suite.

WILEY

ingenious, student living environment. For

Publishers Since 1807

Professional, Reference & Trade Group
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158

District. And it's very affordable. Choose a
Model suites open for viewing on March 15th.
There's no question... Vantaggio is an
more information... or to reserve your suite,
call 1 <800-635-3939, today.
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Ignorance induced fear
The movement to legalize hemp
or marijuana can be seen to follow two
paths. There are those whofight for the
legalization of hemp for its industrial
uses, proving the myriad of uses hemp
oil, fuel and fiber can literally save the
world. The other path demands mari
juana be legalized for personal use.
Beyond hiding behind Libertarian
rhetoric as a "victimless crime" these
proponents prove that marijuana has
been manipulated by false government
research into the beast that the public

Rick
Martinez
Special to the VISTA
eye now sees it through. Either path has
taken the exact same accepted mode of
research, scientific. Thus,is the research
transmissible? Hardly. In many cases
one finds the government's research
altered or done in such an unprofes
sional mannerthat anyonewhohas taken
high school biology would find the sci
entific methods ludicrous.
Let's look firstly at the argument for
legalization on thebasis of its benefits to

industrial society and, conse
quently, the world environ
ment. Prior to when mari
juana was made illegal, hemp
fiber cultivation was encour
aged by our government. In
fact, "must grow" cultivation
laws were enforced into the
mid-1700s in Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Chesapeake
Colonies.
Even at this early date
hemp's uses were recognized.
The United States Census of
1850 counted 8,327 hemp
"plantations"of2,000acresor
more. Ben Franklin started
one of Americas first paper
mills with cannabis. George Washing
ton and Thomas Jefferson each had
hemp plantations on their property.
If all this is true then why on earth
would the government ban hemp? The
answer is petroleum-based plastics, an
ideaveryimportanttoacompanynamed
DuPont. Theyearwas 1931 andDuPont
had just patented the petroleum-plastic
process. A similar process would be
available for the hemp seed in the mid
1930s; thus, hemp had to go.
The key to hemp's demise was An
drew Mellon. Mellon's Pittsburgh bank
had huge interests in DuPont. Conve

niently, Mellon was also Hoover's sec
retary of the Treasury; he in turn ap
pointed his nephew-in-law to head the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dan
gerous Drugs, aposthe held for 31 years.
Hemp was crushed as a result.
Today hemp seems a logical alterna
tive to the current environmental rape
big business is guilty of. The Help End
Marijuana Prohibition (HEMP) group
looks to legalize Marijuana. Its creed:
"If all fossil fuels and theirderivatives as
well as the deforestation of trees for
paper and agriculture are gained from
use in order to save the planet and re

verse thegreenhouse effect:
Then there is only one
known renewable natural
resource able to provide the
overall majority of our pa
per, textiles and food, meet
all the world's transporta
tion, home and industrialen
ergy needs, reduce pollu
tion, rebuild the soil and
clean the atmosphere-all at
the same time — our old
stand-by that did it all be
fore: Cannabis Hemp...
Marijuana!"
j
How dangerous is mari
juana to humans? In Sep
tember 1988 DEA Admin
istrative Law Judge Francis L. Young
rulled to allow the use of marijuana if
prescribedby aphysician.Sayingf'Marijuana in its natural form is one of the
safest therapeutically active substances
known to man."
Much of the arguments used by mari
juana prohibitionists were based on the
Dr. Heath fTulane study in 1974. Rhe
sus monkeys were used to determine
wether or not marijuana did in fact kill
brain cells. Dr. Heath did find this to be
true.
However, after six years of requests
and suing of thegovernment by Playboy

magazine, the findings were released in
1980. Playboyhiredresearcherstocheck
the researchand found it to be hysterical.
The Rhesus monkeys were strapped
into a chair and fitted with a gas mask,
then pumped up with the equivalent of
63 Colombian-strength joints in five
minutes. The monkeys were suffocat
ing. Anyone looses brain cells when
they suffocate.
In comparison to legal drugs mari
juana holds its own. A one-to-one com
parison with other drugs marijuana is
solely responsi ble for zero deaths annu
ally. Tobacco 340,000 to 425,000.
Alcohol, not including 50 percent of all
highway deaths and 65 percent of all
murders —150,000 plus. Caffeine —
1,000 to 10,000. Legal drug overdose
(deliberate or accidental) — 14,000 to
27,000. From all illegal drugs—3,800
to 5,200. (Stats taken from Cranccr
study, UCLA; U.S. funded, First and
SecondJamaicanStudies, 1968 to 1974;
Costa Rican Studies, 1980 to 1982.)
This is a remedial look at the current
injustice toward marijuana the govern
ment enforces. One should look at the
abundance of literature on the benefits
of a marijuana-legal society, start with
"The Emperor Wears No Clothes" by
Jack Herer; its where all of the informa
tion in this editorial came from.

Pro-dope are pro duped
From the argument that"mari
juana is less dangerous than tobacco"
to the argument that "you can make
rope out of cannabis hemp and save
millions of trees," proponents for the
legalization of marijuana attempt to
persuade the public that their smoking
marijuana is to our benefit
The reality is that, for the most part,
the only people who want to legalize
marijuana are the pot smokers them
selves. Of course, they will never refer

James
Finete
Opinion Editor
to reefer as anything but hempor can
nabis, it makes the drug seem much
more natural and productive that way.
Let's look at this rationally, and not
in the very ignorant manner that mari
juana users like to dismiss marijuana
opponentuf irst of all, itdoesn'tmatter
that marijuana can be used in so many
industrial situations, or that the paper
for our Constitution was made from
cannabis. There are many uses for
suffer glue but that doesn't mean that
people should besmoking that. In fact,
there are many natural resources that
have the same industrial capacities as
marijuana; they justdon't get you high
like marijuana does.
The comparisons between tobacco

and marijuana are also faulty
at best. And when marijuana
users argue that marijuana is
natural, thus harmless, they
are contradicting fellow us
ers who say that tobacco is
more harmful than marijuana.
The truth is thatbotharc harm
ful, one legal, but containing
various health warnings, the
other illegal, thus not requir
ing any health warnings.
In truth, if marijuana had
the powerful lobbyists that
the tobacco industry has thai
itmightbelegalized Buthere
is where reality sets in. De
spite such powerful lobbyists, despite
the impact that tobacco farming has on
the economy of many states, Congress
is taking measures to make cigarettes
more expensive and less accesible.
While many argue that marijuana is
notaddictive,pointingto scientificstudies to prove their arguments, scientists
still cannotagree if cigarettes areaddictive. Yet any smoker who has tried to
kick the "habit" knows how addictive
smoking cigarettes can be.
What no scientists have been able to
credibly contradict are the findings of
Dr. Nicholas Pace, a founding director
of the American Councilon Marijuana
and Other Psychoactive Drugs, who
found that over 420 chemical proper
ties could be identified in marijuana.
Pace's studies have exposed the fact
that the chemicals in marijuana are

Marijuana can be made
to have THC levels that are
minut^Vr ^cxtrcmc^' po
tent,and dangerous. If mari
juana can be used for in
dustrial purposes then fine,
legalize marijuana that is
so low in THC levels that
/1
its only purpose would be
yd
industrial. You don't hear
thatargument from the prodopers. What use does
marijuana haveto them if it
can't get them high?
The chemicals in alco
hol are expelled through
the urine in approximately
psychoactive and therefore destructive 12 hours, according to Professor
to the brain and sex glands. Further
Michael Lyman of the University of
more, marijuana has been proven to Missouri-Columbia, but the chemicals
have short- and long-term effects on
in marijuana attach themselves to our
memory and in most cases long-term fatty tissues and can be stored there for
use is as detrimental to the lungs as three months, creating a severe cancer
cigarette smoking.
risk.
Since comparisons to alcohol are
In the meantime, many marijuana
inevitable, let's agree that the chemical smokers go so far as to exploit cancer
THC, which can befound in marijuana, and AIDS victims, arguing that the
can also be found in alcohol. THC legalization of marijuana would allow
happens to be the chemical that gives them to use the drug for medical pur
pot smokers that high that they seek
poses. But even in that case, the estab
when smoking the drug.
lished American Medical Association
This has led many marijuana propo has seen no reason to believe that mari
nents to the conclusion thatthere is little juana is an acceptable medical treat
difference between the two chugs so ment
marijuana should beas legal as alcohol.
Since proponents of marijuana le
Not only are they totally wrong, but galization love to use obscure, often
most of their comparisons to THC po poorly documented scientific studies, it
tency backfire on them.
is interesting to note that most first-time

users of tobacco, whether chewed or
smoked, have a feeling of being Ijjgh.
And
smokers, rifttol whom began
their smoking years with cigarettes, arc
the most likely group to start using more
illicit narcotics. From cigarettes, to pot,
to more dangerous drugs, the chain of
highs continue.
Certainly, many marijuana users do
so rccnationally and do not switch to
more powerful drugs for a high, but
many do. Kenneth Leach, author of "A
Practical Guide to the Drug Scene,"
notes that when sociologistErich Goodc
interviewed 200 random pot smokers
fora study, 27 had takenheroine, 99 had
taken LSD and 87 were users of am
phetamines. Leach further noted that
even recreational users are vulnerable
to crossing over to a more dangerous
substance — the most "innocent" drug
scenes foster this pattern of looking for
a bigger, better, more potent high. And
with this higher high comes a higher
crime rate.
Although there arc several distinct
subcultures in the drug scene, drugs in
America cannot escape their correla
tion to crime. Whether the drug is alco
hol, marijuana or LSD, an enormous
percentage of crimes are committed
under the influence of drugs. Instead of
trying to make them more accessible,
maybe we should understand that mak
ing marijuana legal is the open accep
tance of more crime. And if there is one
thing thatAmericadocsn'thavccnough
of, it is crime.
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Do you think that having a successful
career is more important than raising a
family?

Yes No

Females
Males

12%
16%

88%
84%

i UWEKM.
uxniM
\ciwwri
COMBOS

Note: This poll was conducted by phoning twenty-five
female and twenty-five male students on capus at random

US imperialism as usual
When a young radio announcer, by the
name of Orson Welles, gave us an account of
an invasion by space aliens, many were
fearful. Mr. Welles played on our paranoia It
turned out that he was selling an illusion.
What illusion are we buying this month and
what threat do we really face? And who,
supposedly, poses this "threat?" North Korea,
of course.
The International Atonic Energy Agency

Yusuf
Khouri
Staff Writer
(IAEA) inspected seven sites at Yongbyon
nuclear complex in March. Six passed with no
problems. In the seventh, where plutonium
can be extracted from nuclear fuel rods, they
found an IAEA seal, which was on an area
containing a glove box for handling radioac
tive material, had been broken. It was
apparently a janitor's mistake. No samples of
the glove box were allowed to be taken to see
if there had beat any recent handling of the
North's plutonium stocks. No evidence of a

Reaching Your
Representatives
PRESIDENT
Bill Clinton
White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500
Ph. (202) 456-1111
Fax (202) 456-2461

GOVERNOR
Pete Wilson
State Capitol Building
Sacramento 95814
Ph. (916) 445-2841
Fax (916) 445-4633
Local office: 1350 Front St.,
6th Floor, San Diego 92101
Ph. 525-4641

major breach was seen by the IAEA.
A spokesman for IAEA, David Kyd, said
that the off-limits lab was the heart of the
matter. After they could not find any mean
ingful conclusion whether or not the North
diverted nuclear material for possible use in
weapons, the U.N. Security Council took over.
The council has power to impose economic
sanctions on North Korea But since China is
likely to veto any such measures, the U.N., at
present, does not have the inclination to do so.
So what is all the fuss about? Why is the
U.S. making such a big deal? Even the IAEA
saw no major breach. People's ego's and
pride are getting in the way. It is assumed that
perhaps North Korea might be making a
nuclear bomb. There is no proof that they are.
Clinton warned that we would not allow North
Korea to develop a nuclear bomb. Even if
they are, so what? We already have enough
bombs to blow up the world many times over.
Why shouldn't North Korea be "allowed" to
have any bombs? Its not like they would
actually attack us. And lets not forget that
North Korea is not the country that has a
history of colonizing Latin, African and
European nations.
Have they come on United States soil in
order to impose their ideologies and engage us
in war? Have they dropped nuclear bombs on

an island nation killing and maiming innocent
people? No, and they aren't in the habit of
going into another country in order to put a
leader of their own choosing into power either.
The reality is that we don't believe North
Korea will end up doing all the things we were
and are guilty of doing.
If we are worried, based on assumption of
possessing a nuclear weapon, that they might
do something, then imagine how threatened
they must feel about us, when we actually have
possession of nuclear bombs. Some may say
that we have not threatened them, but they
have not threatened us. Others may believe
that we want peace, but it is just as reasonable
to assume that they want peace. It is very easy
for one to preach peace when they have power
and weapons at their disposal.
Let us be fair. If the roles were reversed; if
we had no power, if we had no weapons; if we
were faced with an "enemy" with what we
thought was a history of aggression and an
arsenal of weapons, we would feel threatened,
even if they preached peace. We all know if is
not words that we look at, but deeds.
Sane may say that America must be strong
and feared by all. That way no one will dare
lift a finger against us. 1 am not of the belief
that we should be push-overs. I do not want us
to allow anyone and everyone to just walk all

over us. I don't want us to have our ideas,
philosophies and actions dictated by others.
And no offense, but I don't want to be a North
Korean.
The question is, "How do we make sure that
no countries attempt to lift a finger against us?"
It is one thing to be feared yet despised and
hated due to our self-righteous and superior
attitudes, which come out in our deeds towards
other countries. It is quite another to be feared
yet respected and admired due to our fairness.
In the former, the hatred, animosity and
bitterness eventually take over, resulting in dire
consequences.
We can see this play out throughout history:
You can take the "wickedly great" leaders of
this century, such as Stalin, Mussolini and
Hitler as examples. Russia, Italy and Germany
attained status and power and people feared
them, but look at what happened to them. The
latter doesn't allow others to have legitimate
reason to strike out at America It is here that
we practice what we preach.
Do we see North Korea as a mirror? Are we
looking at them and seeing our reflection? Is
that reflection what we are afraid of? Let us
not make a mountain out of a molehill, let us
not create a situation of war over paranoia and
let us not be hypocrites. We must put this in
proper perspective.

Party time in Maher
It is apparent that an unofficial alcohol
policy has taken precedence over the official
alcohol policy on the campus. The official USD
policy towardsalcohol isof non-tolerance,but the
unofficial policyis to ignore alcohol consumption
in the USD dorms. The discrepancy between the
two policies is due in part to the Resident Assis-

Jerry
Valentine
Staff Writer
tants whochoose not toenforce the policy towards
alcohol consumption, thus creating the unofficial
policy.
Keep in mind, many RAs have no problem
enforcing the rules regarding alcohol. The prob
lem lies not with these RAs who actually do their

job, but with theones who simply tell the violators
to just pourout the alcohol a ignore the violations
altogether.
The administration has never overlooked viola
tions regarding alcohol possession a consump
tion. However, an inconsistency has arisen do to
the RAs that it has hired to, among other things,
repot alcohol violations. I'm sure if an RA re
ported a student who violated the rules regarding
alcohol, penalties, such as fines, would be im
posed on thestudent Unfotunately, theadministration has insufficient means to catch and punish
the RAs who ignore alcohol consumption on
campus, or those whochoose no toenforcea nontolerant policy.
Anyone who has lived in Maher Hall knows
that it could be renamed Party Hall. "It would be
hard to believe that the RAs of Maher would
notice the consumption of alcohol, being the wide
scale that its on," a freshman who lives in Maher
told me."You would need to be blind notto notice
it"

Quite possibly, the adminstration and the RAs
are equally negligent in their responsibility to this
problem. Alcohol violations need to be taken
seriously and the RAs need to take an assertive
stance, rather than an ignorant discriminatoy
one.
It is unfair to those who follow the rules when
there are people who are continuously allowed to
break them without punishmenL To not enforce
all rules in a consistent manner is an injustice
towards al1students. I hopethat those RAs whodo
not enface the rules take this into account
Alcohol is a seemingly unimportant issue with
respect to the amount of attention it is given by
students and the administration in proportion to
other social issues. The USD community should
take intoaccount the problem alcoholism poses to
the individual and thecommunity beforeit shrugs
off the problem of drinking on campus. If it did
consider the problemsof alcoholism, the problem
of alcohol consumption on campus would be
taken more seriously.
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The VISTA is objectifying women
Exposing the controversy behind the Lake Havasu ads
Should the VISTA print ads
such as the Lake Havisu ads depicting
G-string clad female buttucks which
appeared throughout the February and
Marchissuesleading uptospring break,
and theJoltCola ad with its"suggestive
selling" of something other than a soft
drink?
When I was asked to explore the
question with you, I donned my cape
and Margie, Captain of Justice/
Destroyer of Evil, was ready to shout,

telling us about spring break in the
newspaper of an otherwise conserva
tive school.
Before I delve into thequestion more
deeply, I can't helpbut remind you that
there is mammoth amounts of research
indicating that the continual portrayal
ofwomenasobjectsand as sexual play
things is not only damaging but
dangerous for women.
Moreover, since women in this
country have been continually plagued
with theside-affects and humiliationof
such portrayals by the media and
popular culture, it is not suprising that
many womenaretired ofitand ready to
speak out against it — that being the
case at the VISTA.
The problem is not that theVISTA is
Staff Writer
presenting women this way. The
problem is that society continually
"No!" But after examining the finan objectifies women and the VISTA be
cial realities and responsibilities in the * came part of the problem, rather than
situation, I feel a little differently.
thesolution.Thequestion then isshould
Behind thescenes at \heVISTA, there the VISTA continue to cooperate with
has been a controversy stirring amidst the rest of the media world in
the editors, some of whom question the representing women in such a
VISTA's rights and responsibilities in demmoralizing manor?
printing ads that so blatantly objectify
Now, back to the editors who were
women.
justly concerned about whether or not
The same feeling seeped in and out these type of ads have a place in the
among the student body, who were USD newspaper.ChristineNaugle, the
shocked tosee twopairs of buttcheeks college life editor, was correct in say

Margie
Gomez

ing, "Everything in the paper reflects
us."
True, and it is an accurate reflection
of the culture wide sight problem we
have in viewing women. USD is just a
part of the larger picture.But then USD
doesn' t share the same shoes as the rest
of this society, now does it?
After all, the University code of
conduct does say that we cannot have
speech — since this touches on the
freedom of speech argument—that is
contrary to the University's values.
Another one of the editors pointed
out, "I don't understand how people
can be offended by advertisements
when there is such vulgarity inthe other
sections. In Sidetrack, everything is in
bad taste, it's just vulgar, it's the same
thing."
Good point If we lode at the
advertisements, we should run the
ethical magnifyingglassovertheentire
paper. Notonly are there vulagarities in
the VAST/4, butalloverthe media world.
Everywhere we turn we are repeatedly
confronted by the sexual objectification of women.
On page two of the VISTA, a dis
claimer states, "Advertising material
published is for informational purposes
only, and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or

verification of such commercial ven
tures by the staff or University." With
this in mind, the question is no longer
the VISTA's image.
Adding to the dilemma is the fact
that the VISTA needs ads to survive. I
would not be writing this article, and
you would not be reading it, if there
hadn't been ads to pay for it. The
financial facts are that each time the ad
was run, the VISTA, which was in
financial straights this year, was paid
$110.00 to run it.
Next year, with a possible "VISTA
fee" to finance the paper, the VISTA
will have flexibility and increased
responsibility in handlingthesemattcrs.
Such responsibility was practiced in
the previous issue when the VISTA
drew the line on the Jolt Cola ad. Our
news hungry eyes would have met a
pair of cosmetically enhanced breast
had it not been for the VISTA staff
stepping in and darkening the picture
out.
Still, there is no justification for
running such ads on the basis of fiscal
stability because those two ads surely
could not have been the make or break
ads for the issue.
Talking with some of the female
students on campus, I got the feeling
that it only mildly bothered them, but

that they wished men got equal cover
age.
And they are right. If there are going
to be women shown in the VISTA in
such a manner, then there should also
be equal amounts of men depicted in
thesame fashion—but there isnot Not
in the VISTA, not in the media as a
whole.
The problem here is that there needs
tobeapohcyconcemingadvertisemcnts
in the VISTA. The VISTA shouldn'l be
participating in the objectification of
either gender in such an offensive man
ner.
The VISTA isa newspaper. It should
focus on news and focus on presenting
it in a dignified, professional manner
with high standards. That's what the
feminist in mesays, but the realist says
that the VISTA has no responsibility to
take action on this yet.
The VISTA is here for the students, as
Joey Santos, the entertainment editor,
pointed out. He thinks the advertising
policy will change"once westartgetting
letters in."
Clearly,theVISTA shouldn'tbe print
ing sexistads,butithas the right to print
them until the students decide other
wise. Well readers, the ball is in your
court. Letters to the editor can be
dropped off or mailed in.

Elections? What elections?
AS is to blame for low candidate, voter turnout
Another election has passed
and once again the USD stu
dent body demonstrated the
amazing apathy for which it is so famous. Out
of a student body of just under 4,000 students,
693 cast a ballot in the AS general elections.
Students' votes were only crucial for three or
four of the positions since most of the vice
president positions ran unopposed. What is it
that evokes such apathy from our student body?
Is it really a lack of concern or rather lack of
information that keeps students from getting
mat
involved?
The elections came and went without most
students even knowing. There was little public
ity that the elections were even occurring and
even less notifying students which positions
would be available. No one applied for the
position of AS Chief Justice. The other six
positions that ran unopposed entail stipends of
over $1,300 a semester. That's better than a
part-time job and you do not even have to leave
campus.
Information about thecandidates was limited
to campaign posters and three or four sentence
platforms at the election table. There was no
forum for the candidates to express their goals
and ideas. An organization that controls over a
half of a million dollars ayear should becapable
of conducting a professional election.
This year there was not even a debate for the
candidates for AS President. It took a back seat
to children dancing in lederhosen and a "step"
demonstration. These events most likely drew
more of a crowd than the debate would have
anyway. But it is always great to hear the
candidates tell thestudents that they are going to
solve the parking problem, get a pub on campus
and start a USD radio station.

The lack of available in
formation about the candidates turns the election into
a popularity contest. The head of a $250,000
organization is determined by their popular
ity with under20 percent of the student body.
Nearly all AS officers for next year, were
officers this year. Furthermore, most of these
offices entail committees which are made up
of more of the same officers.
AS has evolved into an exclusive clique
that is worse than fraternities and sororities.
The difference is they are subsidized by the
student-body. Their half of a million dollar
budget is made of the $50 AS fee students pay
every year. For the over 3,000 students who
neglected to vote, your money is appreciated.
Student apathy could result from AS activi
ties which interest a limited scope of people.
"It seems that AS has begun over-program
ming and become under-effective,"said Don
Moigan, AS Vice President of Student Is
sues. "AS seems to appeal to the same 400
students. We see the same people at Homeccxning, Magic Mountain and other activi
ties."
With approximately 400 people are ex
ploiting the resources provided by the entire
student body, it is not surprising that most
students are not interested in being involved
in AS. Obviously, for the majority of the
students AS has very little to offer.
To get more students involved AS must
better represent and inform the entire student
body. They must tap into the interests of all
students notjusttheir own organization. Until
AS has something to offer a majority of the
student population, they will continue to face
disinterest and apathy.

VISTA Editorial

Spotlight On Society
by James Finete
A Pittsburgh man has been arrested for allegedly plotting to kill his
pregnant wife. As if it were played out on a bad crime-drama series,
John David Martin, 26, took out a $500,000 life insurance policy on
his wife and a few months later had his wife shot four times with a
9mm assault weapon in the parking lot of a shopping center in
surburban Pittsburgh. His wife, Rebecca Martin, survived the shoot
ing and gave birth to a 7-pound-son after an emergency Caearean
section.
It used to be that criminals went to great length to ensure that there
crimes were not caught on security videotape, but teens nowadays
like to take home videos of their felonies to watch while eating a nice
batch of popcorn. Of course, this extra dose of stupidity caught up
with a group of teens from surburban Houston who videotaped there
Molotov cocktail parties, among other things. Although they never
seriously hurt anyone, isn't it distressing that the average dumb teen
has gotten much dumber?
Speaking of stupidity, crimes and videotape, seven young South
Bay men have been sentenced for their participation in a "movie
.documentary" about grafitti and "tagging" in San Diego. An under
cover cop posed as a film maker and solicited graffitiest to be an the
pseudo-documentary. Several taggers jumped at the chance to brag in
a movie about their spray painting skills, but most were jumped by
police officers who had jail terms in mind for the youths. Most of the
taggers were employed college students between the ages of 19and 21.

10* Opinion

Question: In 1992, a Poway homeowner,
Donald Carlson, wasshot duringa botched
drug raid. He, of course, was innocent and
the victim of a bad tip by a police infor
mant On March 2, you admitted responsi
bility on behalf of the government, all but
guarantying a successful civil lawsuit by
Mr. Carlson. Why did you admit fault?
Answer: This is a basic case where the
government made an error and that error
resulted inawfulconsequencesforMr.Carlson.
In situations like this one it strikes me that we
should not attempt to make something out of
a situation that it isn't A straight forward
approach, in my view, shared by the law
enforcement agencies of San Diego, was to
admit liability, and thereby facilitatea proce
dure through which Mr. Carlson can be com
pensated for the injuries that he suffered.
Q: When Janet Reno admitted fault on
behalf of the government for the events in
the Branch Davidian fiasco she was praised
by the pu bl ic. Doyou worry that people will
think youadmitted fault solely for political
reasons, considering the fact that you
weren't the U.S. Attorney at the time, and
thus cannot look bad in making such an
admission?
A: You have your facts wrong. Janet Reno
did notadmit liability on behalf of the govern
ment in Waco. What she did, which won the
praise of the American people, and which I
believe merits the praise of the American
people, was to stand upand take responsibility
as the person in the Justice Department re
sponsible for thestrategy employed in Waco.
There was no admission of liability by the
United Stales government that is even re
motely comparable to what happened in
Poway.
Q: It is nosecret that people hate lawyers.
What, if anything, should the American
Bar Association do to improve the image of
lawyers?
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criminal trial system be restructured?
A: Thecriminal trial system in this country
has a long and distinguished history. When
particular cases, or even aseries of cases, turn
out in a way that prosecutors did not expect or
did not want, I am hesitant to suggest that those
results require a revamping of thejury system.
However, you do point out a very substan
tial problem which is the nature of the images
that members of a contemporary jury receive
through the electronic media regarding the
legal system. The extent to which jurors tend
to track criminal trials by reference to fiction
alized accounts is definitely a problem faced
by public authorities.
Q: Speaking of trends, what doyou think
of the trend of serial killers being mass
marketed and having their paintings,
among other things, beingsold to the public
for a profit?
A: It is one of theexcesses of the culture and
our citizens havethe right to engage in it under
protection of the Constitution, unless it is
validly outlawed. I personally find the phe
nomenon deplorable.
Q: Do you think the government should
step inand keepcriminals from benefitting
financially from their crimes?
A: When it comes to paintings and books,
absoludely not. That is what the First Amend
ment is all about.
Q: How does being a strong defender of
civil rights conflict with your office's pur
suit for capital punishment in certain cases?
A: I don't see any inconsistency between
Alan Bersin is the United States Attorney for the Imperial and
profound respect for human rights, and the
San Diego counties by President Clinton's appointment.
recognition that thedeath penalty can be justly
Graduating from Yale Law School in 1974, Mr. Bersinbecame a
applied in a select number of cases.
partner in the firm ofMunger, Tolles & Olson in 1979. He has
Q: You sound like a person who wants or
been employedby the Los Angeles Police Commission, the City of
seeks social change but your job would
Los Angeles, Bank Of America and the Republic of the
seem to restrict outspokeness and goingon
Philippines. He has taught as an adjunct professor of law at the the record as an individual. Is politics the
University of Southern California, and in August of1992 he took next logical step for you, considering your
a sabbatical leave of absence from the Munger, Tolles & Olson
backround?
A: I wouldn't presume to speak for the law firm when he was appointed Visiting Professor of Law at
A: That first comment is interesting and is
American Bar Association, but I can state for the University of San Diego School of Law. Mr Bersin was
something that I have thought about a lot
myself thatlawyers must take into account the
There is, of course, a difference between
interviewed by Opinion Editor James Finete on March 24, 1994.
very special role that they play in American
official responsibilities and personal views.
society. A government of laws, and not men
But I have found it much less difficult than I
are women, means that we have a government of lawyers. We achievements regarding human rights seems to me to bea function tfiought it might be to seperate my personal views from what I
must take seriously the need fa- integrity, loyalty to clients and of Congressional politics rather than Presidential policy. I under consider to be my professional responsibilities and public duties
civility toour fellow colleagues in thebar if we are even tobegin stand Secretary of State Warren Christopher to be a fervent sup as a prosecutor. I am able to make decisions and judgements as
to regain the respect of the American public. Having said that, porter of human rights, as I consider myself. Where I differ a prosecutor that almost always comport entirely with my
I note thatat leastsince thesixteenth century that the public has somewhat is that I have enormous respect for the Chinese people, standardsof fairnessand responsibility, as well as with mysense
had a thorough dislike of lawyers, exemplified by several of Chinese traditions and Chinese history such that I am loathe to of justice and mercy.
Shakespeare's oft quoted remarks. So I don't believe lawyers suggest that our way of doing things is the only appropriate way of
Regarding your second question, I haven't seriously enter
will ever become very popular or beloved figure in American doing things.
tained becoming involved in elected politics since I was just
history, but I think we can strive to be grudgingly accepted as
Q: This relates to the speech you just gave on immigration. under twenty-years-old.
honest and civil.
Do yousee ethnocentrism to be the problem in handling such
Q: You have used Janet Reno as an example of enjoying
Q: You wereofficially nominated to your present position issues?
taking criminals out of society, but not enjoying trying to
by Barbara Boxer, after Sister Sally Furay, among others,
A: No question about it In California we go through periods, punish them. In the same way,must you do what you have to
gave you high ratings. But as a long time friend of Bill particularly when there is an economic downturn, where our fears do to keep illegal immigrants out of America, even though
Clinton, and as one of his campaign directors, wasn't that of strangers take hold of us. That tends to be compounded by you may not want to punish them for attempting to immi
just a matter of going through the motions?
ethnocentrism and insecurity.
grate?
A: 1 don't think anyone, certainly not anyone from the San
Q: In your speech you were talking about the fact that your
A: That is a very good illustration of what I was trying to get
Diego community, would ever imagine thatSister Sally Furay, office has the biggest caseload in the country. What will the at in my talk. People whocome North across the border toseek
let alone any of the other very distinguished members of the passing ofa'Three Strikes" law do to the caseload of your office? a better life, to find a job to support their families, are violating
community who were on the committee, would ever bea party
A: The"Three Strikes" provision will notaffect thecaseload one our laws in the process. It is my responsibility to deter them and
to a charadeof the kind that you suggest even hypothetical^ in way or the other. I believe it is a gimmick geared topersuade people to prosecute them when appropriate.
your question. So I have never lost any sleep over those typesof that puttinga law on the bodes can somehow deal moreeffectively
I do not reach any adverse moral judgement about illegal
dis-connections.
with the problem of crime. The fact of the matter is that there are immigrants per se, butalso would have no difficulty prosecuting
Q: The Clinton administration has continued to be criti sufficientstatutes on thebooksalready toremove predators from the them as violaters of ourlaw. We don't prosecute pxxrple simply
cal of the civil rights policies, or lack thereof, of the Chinese community, be they purveyors of violence or three time felons. If for illegal entry, unless they haveacriminal history. People who
government. As someone who has beenactively involved in you are a person who has committed multiple felonies and are are prosecuted,for themost port,are those who smuggle others
punishing civil rights violations, where do you think the line caught, you may goaway for twenty or forty years, depending on in and I have no problem in considering that to be a morally,as
should be drawn in regards to opening trade barriers with the nature of the criminal acts involved. The "three strikes you're well as legally, culpable act — to engage in the trafficking of
China?
out" provision doesn't materially enhance our ability to deal with human beings.
A: Well this is strictly my personal perspective—it just so crime in my humble judgement
Q: Do you think that not prosecuting the majority of
happens my views differ somewhat from the (Clinton) Admin
Q: Does the Brady Bill help in dealing with crime?
illegal immigrants leads to a silly gamewhere wedrop them
istrations' regarding China. Have you ever been to China? It is
A: The Brady Bill is an important start in the recognition by the off and they turn around and try again?
an extraordinary culture. China has a history that dwarfs ours Legislature that we must get guns under control in America. The
A: It's not a silly game. Its the only approach to the problem
and it isa society that is going through monumental changes. I prevalence of automatic weapons is one of our national disgraces. we have. It is impiortant to recognize that there is no "ptcrfect
think we need to tread very carefully in the area of imposing on The suggestion that the Second Amendment which I completely solution" in terms of illegal immigration. Our job is to manage
the Chinese political leadership, or on the Chinese people, our repect or the right of people to have handgunsat home to give them it so there isa minimum of violence and so that we slow down
views of freedom and our views of civil rights and liberties that a sense of enhanced personal security, which I also respect or the the entry of illegal immigrants to a level that is acceptable.
we are guaranteed through the Constitution and the Bill of right of people to have hunting rifles, be translated into a right of
Q: You say that in 75 years the borders will be completely
Rights.
people to cany sub-machineguns on our city streetssimply doesn't open. Is this because of NAFTA?
Having said that, part of the evolution that China is undergo wash. I consider corcecting thisdistortion to be a major priority, and
A: If what I project happens it will be because we have built
ing hopefullywill betoward a greater freedom for the individual the Brady Bill represents an historic beginning.
on NAFTA in a whole series of bi-national agreements and
and a lessoning of the central direction from governmental
Q: The Menendez trials are just one example of what seems elements of cooperation such that the borderline will become
authority. The determination whether we should continue to to be an inane trend by jurors to buy into this 'I'm the victim, irrelevant to the daily lives of most of the people of San Diego
offer 'most favored nation trade status' based on concrete not the criminal" defence. If this trend continues should the and Baja California.

Alan Bersin
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Manchester teaches inclusion to
Tanya Rodrigues
Social Issues Co-Editor

A child asks why the
Easter bunny had to leave
so soon after the egg
hunt. "Because there are
so many children for him
to give eggs to today,"
teacher answers.
Across the room, a common tug-of-war for
the many brightly colored costumes and acces
sories was happening. "I want to be the bunny!"
yelled a little girl, shaking her curly head for
emphasis. "Give me the ears!"
On another side of the room, three children
were busily pasting tissue paper to bright pink
cardboard. One of them began to add glitter.
Another started to clean up. For this child,
cleaning up meant pushing all of the glitter and
tissue bits to the floor, with her already-sticky
fingers. "No, no sweetie, I'll take care of this,"
calls a teacher, as she rushed over to the arts and
crafts area.
Except for the decidedly Easter spin, these
minor "catastrophes" are common at USD's
Manchester Family Child Development Center.
The kids at the center may have celebrated
Easter this week, but the week before, they ate
matza balls and learned about Passover.
During a time when colleges across the coun
try are looking for a way to combine cultural
pride and national unity, Manchester fosters an
attitude of tolerance from the very beginningsof
education.
"We are trying to get the concept across that
there are many ways to live," said Becky Young,
one of the Manchester teachers. She said that
the center employs the concept of "inclusion,"
as opposed to the former "politically correct"
term of "multiculturalism." With inclusion, the
similarities are emphasized and the differences
are appreciated. "We don't want to do a 'tourist
thing,' one week Mexico, the next week Puerto
Rico," Young said. "That tends to accent the
differences."
The basic concept of inclusion is reinforced
throughout Manchester in many ways. For one,
there are numerous books that emphasize the
similarities between cultures. In addition, the
snacks given to the children throughout the day,
are representative of cultures around the world.
"People paints" are another example of the
growing awareness of culture that the center is

Manchester provides daycare for children, ages 2 1/2 to 5, of students
(undergraduate, law, graduate), faculty and administrators.
trying to foster in children. Lastly, objects
such as dolls and play food reinforce the
concept that there are many different types
of people and cultures in the world.
"At this stage (in the children's devel
opment), a lot of what we do is avoiding

stereotypes," said Young, who teaches in the
classroom for 2 1/2 to 4-year-olds. "We
would not use the phrase, 'sitting Indian.'
Instead, we would say 'sitting like a pretzel.'"
She compares Manchester's approach to the
anti-bias curriculum popularized by Louise

Derman-Sparks.
Young also cites the
fact that the anti-bias edu
cation the children receive
is subtle because the chil
dren are young. "They
can tell the difference be
tween fair and unfair,"
Young said, referring to
skin tone. "So, we don't
expose them tothat (directly).
We barely introduce the concept of melanin,
but if a child says he or she is white, we hand
them a piece of paper, and they see that they
aren't that color."
Skin tones are further affirmed whenever
the children paint pictures of themselves or
other people. Manchester has a supply of
"people paint," in which different shades of
browns and melons are presented in a way
that the children can create their exact skin
tone. It is believed that this availability to
create any skin color reemphasizes the fact
that because all skin tones can be created,
they are all equally important.
" A lot of children have the concept that if
you havedark skin, your skin isdirty," teacher
Michelle Villano said. She added that the
children had one activity in which they actu
ally put a little paint on the children's arms.
Next, the kids rub off the paint. "They see
that the paint rubs off, but the skin doesn't,"
Villano said.
Extra cushions cover the floor of the small
reading area set aside for the children. As one
little girl pushes her way to the topof a nearby
sofa, she opens a book and quickly flips
through the pages. The book, by Patricia
Pollacco, is entitled"Chicken Sunday." It
tells the story of some children who, with the
help of an African-American woman, be
friend an elderly Jewish man, who once ac
cused them of a crime. By delving into issues
of race and different cultures, books such as
these give the children an idea about what the
older man's background is like and what is
important to a person of another background.
"The awareness we try to instill in them
becomes very natural when they read it in
books," said Pam Malone, a teacher at
Manchester.
Another book,"When lam Old with You,"
written by Angela Johnson and illustrated by

see MANCHESTER on page 13

Background objects such as toys, crafts and books illustrate the concept of inclusion, an acceptance of all cultures and ethnicities, to the children of Manchester.
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A revolution in teaching methods
• Traditional education is abandoned for cooperative learning styles
Laurie Kovach
Staff Writer

As teachers abandon traditional methods
for more contemporary techniques, the coun
try is witnessing a drastic change in the way
that children are being taught.
"It's a revolution in teaching and learn
ing," said Dr. Bobbi Hansen, assistant profes
sor of Education at USD. Hansen is an
enthusiastic advocate of methods that en
courage children to interact with one another
and formulate their own meaning.
In order to leam, the information should be
meaningful to the student, Hansen said. This

"In the world today, few
people have isolated jobs and
people work in a team effort,
so we teach students to work
together."
— Dr. Bobbi Hansen, assistant
professor of education
can be accomplished by connecting the new
information with the student's previous
knowledge. In addition, the student must be
involved with the learning, as opposed to the
traditional practice of the teacher lecturing
while the students merely take in the informa
tion.
"We encourage cooperative learning where
students turn to a partner in order to help each
other understand," Hansen said. "We call
this method a jigsaw because each person has
an important part to contribute to solve the
puzzle."
The "jigsaw" method involves a group of
students who are charged with a task for
which they are all held accountable. One
example is when students are taught about the
four food groups. Students' are divided into
the four individual groups, and each group
leams about one of the four food groups.
After the original lesson, the four groups of
students teach each other about whichever
group they specialized in. Hansen said that
activities such as these teach the students how
interdependent learning is.
"We're finding that the old methods fit the
industrial and post-industrial society where
people worked under the orders of their boss,"

Hansen said. "In the world today, few people by bringing enjoyment to learning, encour are now using it to label experiences in order
have isolated jobs, and people work in a team agement in scientific inquiry and overall un to facilitate discussion.
Traditionally, general themes have been
effort, so we teach students to work together." derstanding. The thematic approach explores
used as tools of instruc
Hansen said that
tion, but educators now
these new methods
focus on specific
were inspired by
themes that will linksci
constructivism, in
ences together, such as
which studentsconpatterns of change or
struct meaning for
systems and interac
themselves.
tions.
"Many teachers
Testing is another
have the wrong idea
area that will beaffected
that what is said is
by these new teaching
what is learned,"
methods. Previously,
Hansen said. "In
tests have been based
reality, what is
on what students can
learned is influ
recall. Emphasis has
enced by prior
been placed on factsand
learning as wellas
vocabulary; short an
our own experi
swers and multiple
ence."
choice items are often
The role of the
posed. Currently, edu
students has been
cators are attempting to
one of passive re
promote a wider range
ceptions. Typi
of techniques, expand
cally, students an
ing beyond short-an
swer questions
As
part
of
her
credentials
program,
USD
senior,
Erica
Garett,
student
swer questions to those
that teachers for
that are open-ended.
mulate. Contem
teaches at a Catholic elementary school located in Ocean Beach.
Students will be re
porary methods
aim to break this mold and encourage stu and develops major elements of science,such quired to interpret data, solve problems or
dents to beactive learners, discovering infor as evolution, energy, patterns of change, sta explain phenomena. Student work will also
mation and formulating questions by inter bility, scale and structure, and systems and be collected periodically in order to assess
acting with the world. Students are encour interactions. The presentation of science will achievement of course study and objectives.
aged to pose questions and, in doing so, be connected to the students' own experi
Hansen said that students in USD's School
challenge their own thinking and that of oth ences and interests, which the students will of Education have been receptive to learning
ers.
be encouraged toexplore through inquiry and these new techniques. "Teachers teach the
The role of teachers in the classroom is investigation.
way that they were taught,"she said. "Not the
expected to change. As opposed to telling
Teachers now try to integrate the science way they were taught to teach." She added
students information, directing activity and course with other disciplines, especially math that USD professors are doing an excellent
asking questions to ensure understanding, ematics. Humanities havealso been included job in modeling these new methods for stu
teachers are encouraged to lead students by to demonstrate that science is a pervasive dents as well as collaborating on new tech
constructing a situation in which students human activity. Oral and written communi niques in order to better their own methods.
come to their own correct conclusions. This cation are also important goals for the science
Hansen said that they encourage teachers
enables students to achieve their own goals, program.
to share their feelings and withhold their
provoke their own questions and teach them
In traditional practices, facts have been judgment, so that they can be more receptive
how to find the answers.
taught separately to students for memoriza and open-minded toward new techniques.
The areas that need the most attention, tion without establishing connections with
Students often approach these new meth
math and science, have witnessed the most experience or meaningful concepts. Educa ods with mixed emotions because it can be
change.
tors are hoping to break this method by intro difficult to break away from the conventional
New methods introduced in mathematics ducing facts to build concepts. Students are teaching methods.
emphasize active learning, problem-solving, encouraged to relate facts to one another in
"Many of my professors talk about the
various instruction, oral communication and many ways, such as making concept maps. traditional methods as though they are hold
continual assessment This will replace teach The desired practice of connecting facts to ing the students back," said Kelly Minan, a
ing by telling, rote memorization, single an concepts is believed to build ideas and gener junior. "I think that both methods have posi
ate thought. One way this is done is through tive sides, and the best method would be a
swers and routine worksheets.
The main focus in the science curriculum vocabulary. Although vocabulary had been combination of both contemporary and tradi
is to achieve scientific literacy for all students taught for its own sake in the past, teachers tional methods."

Children
Santos Gonzaler
Social Issues Co-Editor

Children are the latest portion
of thepopulation living below the
poverty level.
Now more than ever children
are forced to live in conditions
that do not provide their basic
needs.
By 1989, 20 percent of
America's children were living In
poverty, ascompared with I3percent for the rest of the population
according to the U.S. Bureau of
the Census.
Poverty means that children are
at risk.Children of poverty live in

environments that generate threats
to development — academic fail
ure, maltreatment, learning dis
abilities and poor health.
Most of today's families need
two incomes to keep up with every
day expenses. As a result, children
are increasingly seen as an eco
nomic burden. Although more and
more jobs are being created in
our economy, they do notgen- j~
erate enough income to sur- V
pass the poverty level. Ac
cording to the journal American
Behavioral Scientist, this weakens
the relationship between employ
ment and economic sufficiency.
For most families, this lack of
income also makes affording ap
propriate childcaredifficult for par

living in poverty
risk
at
ents. Families are faced with the
financial burden of providing
childcare directly because of what
it costs to raise children or indi
rectly because of loss in income.
Struggles with economic suffi
ciency havealso impaired the health
care for many American families,
especially for their children.

Children's Issues
Far loomany children face a high
riskof poor health because they live
in poor families or because they live
in certain geographical areas.
An estimated 33 million Ameri
cans, of which two-thirds are chil

dren and women of child-hearing three times more likely to die
age, live In medically underserved within the first year of life.
communities.
Children who receive ongoing
According to the magazine pediatric care have fewer health
Health Consequences, about half of •problems. Regular exams have
U.S. counties don't have even one been shown to reduce the risk of
office-basedobsietrician-gynecolo- future health problems through
gist An estimated 799 U.S. coun early detedtion and treatment.
ties have no prenatal care provider, Yet, poor children go without
not even a health department basic pediatric care because they
clinic. Six percent of all live in cities where there are no
births occur to women who available facilities for them.
|||K: lave in these unserved coun
The ongoing economic hard
ties. The lack of adequate ships that the nation faces affects
healthcare in these unserved coun children in every aspect of their
ties results in infant mortality rates lives. The current social pro
five times that of other more afflu grams thataim atalleviating some
ent counties that have access to fa of the problems no longer can
cilities. Children born to women cope with the growing demand
who receive no prenatal care are for assistance.

J
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• MANCHESTER

up to Young, who is holding an have responded well to it.
Asian
doll. 'That's my dolly," she
In addition, the children are ex
continued from page 11
says, and skips off with it.
posed to different types of ethnic
Young smiles. 'This reinforces music, have discussions about world
David Soman, tells of the relation to the kids that people come in dif leaders, talk about the environment
ship between an African-American ferent shapes and sizes," she said. and read books from a variety of
boy and his grandfather. One pas "Just as families work in different authors. This has resulted in an
sage reads, "When I am old with ways."
enlightened attitude that the kids
you, Grandaddy, we will get on the
Villano, who has taught at take to heart.
tractor and ride through the fields of Manchester since it opened five
"It makes thechildren feel good.
grass. We will see the trees in the years ago, has witnessed what she You see their faces light up when
distance and remember when the describes as a
field was a forest. We won't be sad, "big change."
though."
She said that
Malone said that because she is the school be
bilingual, she tries to teach the chil gan with 30
dren some Spanish, but they are a kids and four
little young. 'Their attention span teachers in
is always a factor when teaching one room. In
them anything," she said.
addition,
Another exam pie of the way that there wasn't
cultural similarities are emphasized much diver
is shown through a bread box of sity, and that
play food. Matza,rye,injera,bolillo, made teach
bagels, soda crackers, baquettes, pita ing the chil
bread, tortillas, naans and biscuits dren about
are included as toys with a lesson. other cultures
"The idea is thateveryoneeats bread, difficult.
they just do it in different ways,"
"It was Manchester's books instill cultural awareness.
Young said.
hard to teach
The use of different cultural the children without a reality base," you talk about what they do, some
foods transfers over to snack time. Villano said. "We want to instill a thing that is familiar to them," Teas
"Some of the foods we have served value for human wealth."
said. "They add on (to the discus
include matza around Passover time,
"If you don't talk about things, sion). Parents have said that thenbut also rice with raisins and burritos they have misconceptions," Teas child will come home, and say if the
as well," Young said. Barbara Teas, said. She added that one child family celebrates Passover, the child
a teacher in the 5-year-old class, thought that the African-American will tell the family extra detail about
said that students has made sushi skin tonecame from eating too much the celebration."
chocolate. 'They need to feel free
"The biggest thing we do is a
together.
Young also points out the to talk, to get rid of stereotypes," bunch of little things," Young said.
center's collection of dolls as an Teas said. 'They look ateach other, "It's not something that can be
example of the Manchester's em feel each other's hair. It's nice that taught. It must be caught." Young
phasis on the variety of cultures. they feel comfortable, like they have refers to the subtle messages of cul
the feeling that tural acceptance that are sent to the
they can talk to children.
each other and
The Manchester Family Child
Development Center provides
be accepting."
Because the daycare for the children, ages 2 1/2
children in her to 5, of undergraduate students, law
classroom are students, graduate students, faculty
older, Teas em and administrators. Not only does
ploys different the facility serve the children, but it
techniques to is affiliated with USD's School of
celebrate cul Education as a practicum research
tural similarities cite for the University community.
and differences. The center operates from 7:30 a.m.
Her class has a to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Fri
"child of the day, with two weeks off in August
week,"
who and two more in December.
"There's a tremendous commit
writes important
details about his ment to falnily values (at the cen
or her life on a ter)," said center DirectorSteveGill.
Dolls of all ethnicities can reinforce inclusion
large cardboard He said the aura of commitment
The ethnicities of the dolls, of both and adorns it with pictures. This reflects the values atUSD. "There's
the larger and the"barbie doll" sizes, activity gives each child an added a feeling of doing things the right
sense of self-worth and cultural way if they're going to be done at
are varied.
A little girl with blue eyes walks pride. Teas said that the children all."

* Related Data

Delusions about safety without seat belts
In 1990, nearly 2,000 of the passengers killed in car
crashes were children—from infants to age 15, reports
the National Highway Traffic Safety Association
(NHTSA). The majority of those victims were not
wearing a seat belt. Studies show that child safety seats
and seat belts do save lives, yet many parents don't use
them. What follows is some of the most common
excuses.
"We're not going that far, and I won't be going fast."
Most accidents happen within 25 miles of home, at a
speed of less than 40 mph. Even at low speeds,
unrestrained children can be seriously hurt. If a car
going 30 mph suddenly stops, a ten-pound baby will hit
the dashboard or the back of the front seat with nearly
200 pounds of force, says the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety.
"My baby is safer and happier on my lap."
Happier, maybe — but not safer. In a collision, there
is less than half a second to react. Most adults' reaction
time is too slow: three quarters of a second. Also, in a
crash a baby will probably be ripped apart from a
parent's arms with several hundred pounds of force. If
the parent isn' t wearing a seat belt, he or she could crush
the child.
"I don't want my child trapped in a car seat if we're in
an accident."
Anyone thrown from a car is 4 times more likely to
to be killed and 13 times more likely to be seriously
injured, says the National Safe Kids Campaign. It
reports that fewer than 5 percent of all accidents in
volve fire or water, so the chances of being trapped and
seriously injured are small.
Keep in mind that in a serious accident, the restrained
rider is much more likely to remain conscious and
better able to engineer an escape or help the rescuers.
"I'm a defensive driver. We won't have an accident."
One out of every 75 people born today will die in a
car crash; two out of every three will be involved in a
crash that causes injury, says the NHTSA. Given these
odds, it's simply not enough to be a good driver. Seat
belts save lives — make sure that everyone in the car is
buckled up.
Information provided by "Kids and cars: their safety,
your sanity," an article in Redbook, October 1993.

PRESIDIO LIQUOR
5139 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego, CA. 92110
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12 Packs
Natural Light
#3.99 + tax

and

12 packs
Keystone
$4.59 + tax

Limit 2 per coupon
Expires_4/17/94_

~ SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

$5.00 OFF
ANY KEG BEER
Expires 4/17/94
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Complete Dinners
for only $4.99
Dinner: BBQ Ribs, Mahi
Mahi, Baked Chicken,
Came Asada, Ham Steak, and
Crepes. Includes:
Soup or Salad.
•With USD I.D.
•No coupon needed
•Good thru 1994
foot
Ol.D TOWN,

SANDIL'GO

•
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Don't waste your time with flyers — Use the
V9ST/J classifieds. We guarantee a
response or you get one extra week... JREE!

EARN $500 OR MORE — Stuffing enve
lopes at home. Send long SASE to: Coun
try Living Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING — Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience neces
sary. For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5979

Costs: (USD Students, subtract 20%!)
125 characters, 1 week — $7; 2 weeks — S/0,
each additional 20 characters - $2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
* all classifieds due by 5 p.m., Jriday prior to print
*purchase at UC ticket window or call 260-4714
*late submissions subject to 40% service charge

Hlypes of Classifieds:
Personals
JorSale
kentalslRoommates
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Qreeks

ATTENTION COLLEGE GRADS: Inter
ested in a sales, marketing, or manage
ment career? Call USD Alum- Lisa
Gallagher Kratz at 587-9500.
TEACHERS NEEDED Western US. Write
Evergreen Ed. Emplymnt P.O. BOX8159,
Tacoma, WA 98418. 206-572-3719 Fax
206-272-4152.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
Earn up to $8,000+in two months. Room
and board! Transportation! Male or Fe
male. No experience necessary. Call
(206) 545-4155 ext A5979.

P R I N C l P L (•: S of s O U N I) R E I I R E M E N I

j on Mm
4 PINK FLOYD TIX — April 14th at Jack
Murphy, floor section C2. Best offer gets
'em. Call Eric x8872.
TRAVELING ABROAD THIS SUMMER?
— Get a Hostelling International Mem
bership To Stay At Over 5,000 Hostels
Worldwide. Call 338-9983.
D ATSUN KING CAB—for sale by owner.
1981 make, Brown exterior, air condition
ing, clean, runs well, includes shell, $2,500
or best offer, call Calvin at 299-0431.

I N V ES T I NG

CLASSIC 71 VW SB CONVERTIBLE
—Showroomcondition. White body, black
top/interior, rebuilt engine/less than 5,000
mi. Documentation for restoration work.
Garaged since restoration. Rob x7661.

SKKVJCJ5K
PERFECTIONISTTYPING SERVICE—
$2.50/page, $5.00/page w/expert edit
ing. USD grad, English/Spanish major,
APA, other formats. John, 297-8743,
PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Therapist
Cindy Ryan, MFCC, specializes in the
treatment of EATING DISORDERS. Call
571-1432 for a free initial brief consult.
TYPING SERVICES — You don't have
time to type you r term papers, so let us do
it for you. We also provide editing, create
resumes and cover letters, and offer same
day service. Call BRILL ASSOCIATES
@ 275-1727.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION $10-$30,
Both Federal & CA State. Stocks, Divi
dends, Interest? Don't Mess With The
IRS! Call 294-7242.

WANI'KI):
WRITERS WANTED — Come to the
VISTA staff writer's meeting and get some
real experience in the wide world of print
media. No experience needed and all are
welcome to attend! The meeting is at
Noon on Tuesday in UC 114B.

UNFORTUNATELY THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the

don't take advantage of tax deferral and

road, that can make a dramatic difference

wind up sending Uncle Sam money they

in your quality of life.

could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can

What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the

easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.

guaranteed security of TIAA to the

SRAs not only ease your current tax-

diversified investment accounts of

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way

CREiF's variable annuity—all backed

to build retirement income—especially

by the nation's number one retirement

for the "extras" that your regular pension

system.

and Social Security benefits may not

Why write off the chance for a more

cover. Because your contributions are

rewarding retirement? Call today and

made in before-tax dollars, you pay less

learn more about how TIAA-CREF

taxes now. And since all earnings on

SRAs can help you enjoy many

your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

happy returns.

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it8."
CREF certificates are dstrihutei hy TIAA-CREF IndMual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, mcludmy cbaryes am)expenses,
call I 800442-2TS1, ext. 8016 for a prospectas. Read the prospectus carefully before you incest or scm) money.

ATTENlMlT WAITED —by prof, dis
abled Woman. T/TH, 6-Noon; Sat. 7-3.
Own car Personal care. Pat 298-1745.

ROOMMATE
APTS FOR RENT,—$410-545, La Mesa,
N. Park, Normal Hts., Convenient to all
Fwys. Very competitive prices, perfect
for students. Call 672-1147.
MAMMOTH LAKES: $17 - $25 per night
includes kitchen - groups up to 22, (5 BR
- 3 BA HOUSE), 1/2 mile from ski lifts,
544-9093/755-8648.

I

NOTICE

TO ALL COMPULSIVE
PR0CRAST0NAT0RS
VISTA is accepting applications
for the Fall 1994 Semester.
Please don't make a note of it.
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INTRAMURALS
R E C R E A T I O N
AND

Events • Results

Can't Side Out
dismisses with
Foreplay
The first A-league co-rec Volleyball
match for the spring semester was between
Can't Side Out and Foreplay. Can't Side
Out got off to a great start playing consistent
ball. Foreplay on the other hand must have
been playing with themselves rather than
against the other team. Foreplay was hurt
by the play of Ty (weak link) Simpson and
they never recovered. Can't Side Out
trounced Foreplay 15-6, 15-13.
The next match was between Hell No
and Amazons and Midgets. It was a long
battle between these two teams with each
game being close. Matt Olaiz lead Hell No
in offense, but GavinSimpson could not do
much, especially after he was ROOOFFED!!!
by Shannon Parson. Parson also lead Ama
zons and Midgets in offense as well as
blocks. The first two games were split so it
came down to the final game. Hell No blew
a 9-0 lead. Amazons and Midgets came
back to tie the game at 13-13, but Hell No
pulled out the game 15-13 and the match.
The entertainment of the evening began
at 9:00 when basketball extraordinaire,
Brooks Barnhard, showed he was not just a
force to be reckoned with on the basketball
court, butalso the volleyball court. Where's
Chad? pushed Myagi-Do to its limit.
Myagi-Do eventually prevailed, but not
before throwing a wine and cheese party, led
by John Pacheco. Just a thought, but it lacks
taste to taunt a team when you're beating
them. Final score 15-12, 11-15, 15-13.
In B-league action, there was only one
game due to an injury in warm-up. The
game that was played was between
McGuigan and DigThis! McGuinan domi
nated play, but not the match Dig This
played welland gave McGuinan some com
petition. In the end, though, McGuinan
won 15-10, 18-16.

Subway IM
game of the
week

• Schedules

Basketball playoff picture
becomes clearer
It was the second and third week of the
5x5 Basketball season and when it was over,
the playoff picture, at least in the B-league,
became much clearer.
In the Monday night B-league division
1, the cream has risen to the top. No. 4
ranked Forty In Hand has used the combi
nation of pressure defense, attack offense
and a pitifully weak schedule to become the
program's highest-scoring team. A102-28
victory over Hey Butt Breath brought their
average up to 90.3 points per game. They
will gain a better measure of their ability
when they face Pick N Roll the J. Lance
Brown's team has been less impressive, but
at 3-0, they too will be going to the playoffs.
The B-league division 2 belongs to Ca
dence of Silk. Joe Comins' team won a
fight-marred 44-36 decision from Team
Polumbo to all but clinch the division title.
The loss puts Mike Mulvihill's team in a
must-win position against Delta Tau Delta
in the last game of the season.
The Black and Blue and Lex Talon is sit
atop the B-league division 3. No. 3 ranked
Black and Blue use a style befitting their
team name while Lex Talonis has Wyatt
Wall and... As of this writing, each team
was undefeated and headed towards the
playoffs.
The B-league division 4 is the most
confusing and by far the weakest. Two
teams will qualify for the playoffs from here
but don't expect any to be around come
championship time. For what it's worth,
the Unknowns may be the best team and
they already have two losses.
The B-league division 5 should go to
Get It Up, Put It In. The no.1 ranked team
has yet to be challenged and probably
shouldn'tbeuntilthesemifinals. TheDrive
By Shooters held Red Roosters HI to nine
second half points in a 29-23 victory. Jih-

Hung Wang's team remains unbeaten and
also looks like a good bet to reach the
playoffs.
In the A-league, the question is, when
was the last time a Mike Haupt-Randy
Bennett led team lost. If you are an under
graduate student, you probably can't re
member. However,Mo Chavez'steam took
care of that winning streak with a comefrom-behind 72-70 overtime victory. The
Barrio Bashers trailed Can Anyone Beat
Us? by 17 at the half, but Mike Bennett
scored 19 of his 23 points in the second half
to lead the comeback.
Nice Huh? is now the team to beat and
they continued to roll with one-sided victo
ries over Who's Here and the Barrio
Bashers. Allen McNamee's team may
have too muchspeed and too much depth for
this league.
Others to watch out for include Sigma Pi
who hasquietly clinched a playoff spot with
a3-lrecordandPhiKapA. SethLongaker
looked unstoppable last week pouring in 30
points in a tough 65-61loss to Can Anyone
Heat Us?
The faculty/staff league should come
down to Sports Center and Arts and Sci
ences. Both teams will take 4-0 records into
their Tuesday night showdown. If there is
a sleeperteam (and we doubt it), it is T aking
It To The Hoop. Jama Abd had 25 points
and 11 rebounds as Patrick Noma's team
got in the win column with a 62-37 thrash
ing of Bookstore.

Domino's Winners:

win
ners of a large two-topping pizza from
Domino's for the past two weeks were the
Barrio Bashers for their upset win over
Can Anyone Beat Us? and the Drive-By
Shooters for being the first to knock off a
ranked B-league team.

Volleyball all-stars
WOMEN

MEN

Date: Sunday, April 10
Time: 2 p.m.
Sport: Men's Softball
Match-up: Sigma Pi vs. Flogging Your
Mom

1st Team
Nanea McGuigan (Cactus and Coconuts)
Melanie Wall (Ohh Saki)
Lisa Maresso (Cactus and Coconuts)
Jennifer Ragazzo (Ohh Saki)

1st Team
Peter Uribe (We Can't Win)
Paul Buss (4XXL's)
Chris Lundy (Phi Kappa Theta A)
Steve Zadrecveca (Disorder on the Court)

Sunday's action will feature a Subway
Softball double header as four teams will
battle for the coveted party platter from the
Subway on Morena Boulevard. First at 11
a.m., the Gas House Gang will battle Off
The Wall in a contest that was originally
scheduled for March 20. Next up will be a
rematch of last year's championship game.
Both Sigma Pi and Flogging Your Mom
are undefeated and looking for the top seed
in the upcoming playoffs. Expect the de
fending champs, Sigma Pi, to win this
battle. However, the war may go to Men
Among Boys, the likely no. 2 seed.

2nd Team
Sue Barnstuble (Oh *#?!)
Vanessa Hartman (Whoa!)
Shawna Kiser (Cactus and Coconuts)
Bronwen Jones (Ohh Saki)

2nd Team
Brian Busby (4XXL's)
Matt Olaiz (Men in Shorts)
Bob Norum (We Can't Win)
Wyatt Wall (Bark Knot)

M.V.P.: Nanea McGuigan

M.V.P.: Paul Buss

Due to a lack of sportmanship displayed
by both teams in last week's Subway IM
Game ofthe Week between Cadence of Silk
and Team Polumbo no food was awarded.

Women's 3x3 basketball all-stars
Plaver
Angie Cooper
Christie O'Connel
Shawna Kiser
Meghan Highberger
M.V.P.: Angie Cooper

Team
PHInatics
Taps
Taps
PHInatics

IM distinctions
best of March 21-30
MEN'S SOFTBALL
Game: Beans Are Back vs. Gas
House Gang
Team: Balls Out
Player: Ryan Blakeman
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Little Men With Big Sticks
vs. Hansen's
Team: Little Men With Big Sticks
Player: Pat Dawson
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: Go Deep vs. Skinny Dippers
Team: Doggie Style
Male Player:
Geoff Schmitz
Female Player: Kim Brfewer
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Match: Amazons and Midgets vs.
Hell No
Team: Can't Side Out
Player: Shannon Parson
CO-REC SOCCER
Game. Walking Probable Cause vs.
976-SCORE
Team. Walking Probable Cause
Male Player.
Mike Barmettler
Female PlayerJennifer Fitzgerald
5x5 (A) BASKETBALL
Game. Barrio Bashers vs. Can
Anyone Beat Us?
Team: Barrio Bashers
Player: SethLongaker
5x5 (B) BASKETBALL
Game: Delta Tau Delta vs. Hang
Five
Team: Drive by Shooters
Player: Brad Sanfillippo
5x5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Game: Sports Center vs. Bookstore
Team: Takin' It To The Hoop
Player: Troy Shivers
MEN'S TENNIS
Match: Laurent Lesaigle vs. Paul
Sumagaysay
Player: J.R. Rodriguez
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Match: Kelly Kreisle vs. Emily Faust
Player: FarrenLast

Play IM
Sports
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Still Kicken
Tennis playoffs
gags on season first-round update
This past week began the playoffs for the
finale
intramural tennis league. Staring off in the
If you heard any strange noises around
noon last Saturday, relax, it was probably
just thesound of Still Kicken choking. Still
Kicken entered the last week of regular
season play the heavy odds-on favorite,
having outscored their four previous vic
tims by a combined score of 19-2. When
Still Kicken took the field against Candiru,
it soon became apparent that only one team
had come to play, and it wasn't the heavy
favorite. Candiru knew they had to win to
have any chance of making the playoffs, and
they played accordingly. Ben Miller scored
Still Kicken's lone goal early in the first
half but it just wasn't enough. Matt Lorenz
and Brian Treu's back to back goalsearly in
the second half gaveCandiru a2-l lead that
they would hold onto for the win. The real
credit for the victory should go to the swarm
ing defense provided by Candiru's Mike
Kivee, Anne Willard and company who
seemed to overwhelm a sluggish Still
Kicken.
Phi Alpha Delta managed to get their
first win of the season with a face-saving
victory over the hapless Delts. Kyle Lesee
scored the lone goal of the game early in the
first half to give Phi Alpha Delta a 1-0 lead,
which proved to be more than enough against
a high powered Deltsoffense that has failed
to score in its last three games.
The final game of the day between 976SCORE and Walking Probable Cause
turned out to be a barn burner. After
Candiru's upset victory, Walking Prob
able Cause was in a must-win situation to
keep their playoff hopesalive. Jen Fitzgerald
scored for WalkingProbable Cause late in
what turned out to be a defensive battle.
Mark Burnley turned in a spectacular per
formance at goalie for Walking Probable
Cause and managed to put up a wall that
976-SCORE just couldn't penetrate.

men's league, another major blow-out by
Brian Jacobson sent him to the
quarterfinals. Jacobson demolished
Gilberto Rosas last Wednesday, 6-0, 6-0.
Jacobson has remained undefeated, but will
face another toughplayer next week, Harish
Praba.
Praba defeated Luis Lara 6-1,6-2 prov
ing to be a great opponent for the upcoming
match against Jacobson.
Also advancing to the quarterfinals is
Laurent Lesaigle who beat Paul Niebisch
on Monday, 6-3, 6-4. Niebisch played a
great match, but just couldn't keep up with
Lesaigle. Lesaigle will face Paul
Sumagaysay who managed to stop Norm
Choi before heading into a third set.
Sumagaysay slaughtered Choi, 6-2 in the
first set. But Choi fought back, giving
Sumagaysay a tough battle in the second,
until Choi fell, 7-5. Great match!
Francois Carriere also managed to
slaughter his opponent, Victor Dence, who
went down in a 6-1, 6-2 loss. Carriere will
face Juan Murulta next. Murulta demol
ished Bill Brennan6-1,6-3, taking Brennan
out of the playoffs as well.
Another blow-out match was won by
Steve Staningerover John Sipes. Staninger
defeated Sipes in two quick sets, 6-1,6-1.
Staninger will face Bryan Davis.
In the men's B playoff division, Chris
Denny willface J.R. Rodriguez. Rodriguez
hammered Alejandro Lara, 6-0,6-1 send
ing Lara out.
In the women's playoffs division, Julie
Watters blew away Kristen Ward with a
win of 6-0,6-0. She will face Farren Last
in the quarterfinals. The second semifinal
match will be between Emily Faust and
Kelly Kreisle. Faust slaughtered Michelle
Fallon last Wednesday, 6-1, 6-2, another
quick victory for Faust.
Look here in two weeks for a final sum
mary of all the playoff action.

Co-rec soccer playoff preview
the latest line
TEAM
Still Kicken
Delta Digma Pi

ODDS
4-5
2-1

We're Da Shirt
Walking Probable
976-SCORE
Delts •

5-2
6-1
10-1
99-1

COMMENT
What happened last week?
Defending champs have favorable
draw
Senior retreat cost them top seed
Good long shot bet
976- NOT ENOUGH
How did they qualify?

THE RESULTS ARE IN!
THE PRINCETON REVIEW

The nations leader In test preparation
has just received the results of the 1993
Big Six accounting firm study of our score Improvements)
Test
Type

AVG. SCORE
INCREASE

APPROX. %
IMPROVEMENT

LSAT

120-180

7.5 Points

33%

MCAT

3-45

8 Points

31%

GRE

600-2400

214 Points

20%

GMAT

200-800

72 Points

25%

GUARANTIED SATISFACTION • ORSAT TEACHERS . SMALL CLASSES • FREE EXTRA HILP

TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE CALL NOW!

m 558-0500

1 HE
PRINCETON

REVW

'

Course start dates for up coming tests

LSAT: May 7th - GMAT: May 14th - GREi April 23rd • MCAT: June 18th

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT - GRE

Wellness corner

You are what you eat
Gary Becker
IM/Rec Director

For many years people looked at nutri
tion only for its impact on diets and
weightloss. As science studied the effects
of deficient diets on the human anatomy,
it became apparent that eating correctly
played an important role in maintaining
a healthier body. Today thereare indica
tions thatcertainfoodscan reduce the risk
of different types of cancers, increase
energy levels, lower cholesterol levels
and much more. Thetendency has moved
to nutritional plans that include higher
levels of fiber, less meats, and foods with
little or nosaturated fats. The term semivegetarianhas become very popular. There
is a need for proteins (meats) in a normal
diet, however, no more than 3% of the
calories eaten a day should be from pro
tein. Since many meats contain fat, one
needs to be more aware in the selection
and preparation of meats. Beef can be
chosen by fat content or the fat can be cut
away duringpreparation. Chicken should
be skinned prior to cooking to remove the
fat that sits between the skin and the meat.
Frying foods adds fat back into these
foods so broiling or baking is a better
option. Fish is a good choice as the Ms

All outdoor
activities
cancelled
"All previously scheduled outdoor sports
including lacrosse, football, ladies' and
men's soccer and all softball leagues have
been cancelled due to rain." This was the
statement issued Monday by the IM depart
ment. It appears that there simply are not
enough weeks remaining to complete the
season.
"We tried everything we could," said
Assistant Director Andy Berg. "But re
member that we already lost three weekends
due to rain and that the fields are still
saturated. We thought we had a great idea,
but when the administration turned down
our request to move back graduation two
weeks, there was nothing more we could
do."
A number of players were devastated
when told the news. Joe Comins, captain of
the softball team, FloggingYour Mom said
"This championship would have given me
my 20th shirt. No one has ever done that
before." Teammate Greg Bettinelli was
-hoping to end his string of 19 consecutive
runner-up awards. In floor hockey, Steve
Brown and Yahweh were trying to be the
first "over-30" team to claim the title.
"That's okay," he said. "We still have a
good five or six years of school left. We will
get our title."
The IM department reminds everyone
that the volleyball and basketball leagues
are still going on and that all outdoor activi
ties will resume in the fall.
To repeat: All PReviously scheduled
outdoor sports Including Lacrosse,
FOOtball, Ladies' and men's Soccer and
all softball leagues have been cancelled due
to rain.

in the fish have other health benefits.
Most people know that nuts are also a
form of protein, but they are also high in
fat so they should be eaten in moderation.
Increasing fiber in the diet also means
increasing the carbohydrates (50% calo
ries intakedaily. It isalready known that
higher fiber diets help with digestion, but
too much fiber also create digestive prob
lems in the form of gas and stomach
pains. Fiber isfound in fruits, vegetables,
and wheat/flour products. Fruits and
vegetables also have many vitamin/min
eral benefits.
We already know that fats arefound in
meats, but it is also found in dairy prod
ucts such as milk, cheese, and eggs. In
eating dairy products, one needs to keep
this in mind and eat the products in
moderation. However, daily products do
include calcium which is needed for re
pair and growth of bones.
Practicing good nutrition should be at
the top of everyone's wellness program.
Doing a little extra readingon the subject
and keeping up with the latest scientific
findings will help you to have a more
healthy and energized lifestyle.

Co-rec Softball's
final four set
The final four of co-rec softball has been
set, and just as expected it looks just like last
semester as no. 1 Bats N Balls plays no. 4
Delta Sigma Pi. In the other game, no. 2
Doggie Style battles no. 3 Go Deep. The
championship game will follow the semi
final match-ups.
In the quarterfinals, Doggie Style beat
Who Came First 12-2. Geoff Schmitz and
Kim Brewer led the way for last semester's
champion. This powerful team erupted for
seven jjfms in thf EggLaiun
hnEn~
Jen" Larson's Go Deep just got by the
Skinny Dippers 6-5. Kevin Wensky and
Mindy Campbell paced Go Deep. If this
team continues to play at this level, they will
not be in the finals.
The surprise of the season is easily Delta
Sigma Pi, who beat Meatloaf 20-4. Gavin
Simpson and Bill Homan led the DeltaSigs.
If they continue to play at this level they
could surprise in the playoffs.

PEPSI WINNER

Doggie

Style gets the soda this week.

Last chance
to purchase
hockey tickets
Join us this Saturday, April 9 at the San
Diego Sports Arena for an exciting, funpacked evening of ice hockey. Today is your
last chance to purchase tickets at our dis
counted price of $5.00a person. Ticketscan
be purchased at the IM/Rec office or the
ticket booth. Come have a great time with
us in our section. See you there!
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Play ball
After a month of delays, due to every
thing from the calendar to the weather, the
greatest game alive, Men's Softball, was
back in full force. Despite field conditions
that compared to a cow pasture, a full slate
of games was played and the league' s power
brokers continued to roll.
In what was a somewhat surprising game,
the league's no. 1 team, Sigma Pi, got a big
scare from an improving Phi Kappa Theta
before winning, 8-5. Steve Wattsand Lance
' 'Buster'' Brown carried the purple haze of
softball talent on their shoulders as the Pi's
big sticks, Kyle Douglas and Brad "the
author" Miller went a combined 0 for 8.
Craig Ross and Casey''NAIA'' Charpio
led the Phi Kap clan, but saw a three-run
sixth inning by the Pi's blow away any
chance of an upset. The Pi's showed that
they are a beatable team and that they are
starting to feel the pressure of the quality
teams that are beginning to clip their heels.
The league's no. 2 team, Flogging Your
Mom, did not lookall that impressive either
in getting by the Sons of Steve Garvey 107. Even though last semester's runners up
were missing theinbig sticks, they must
improve to claim cloth. The Mother Floggers' once proud Greg "Swift" B^ttinelli
set an intramural record walking 10 batters.
But look for him to bounce back this Sunday
as no. 1 Sigma Pi and no. 2 Flogging Your
Mom square off for the number one seed in
the ever popularchampionship tournament.
The league's hottest and slowest team,
Men Among Boys, continued to demolish
all that stands in its way with a 19-3, threeinning slaughter of the hapless Delts. Greg
"the Samurai" Sundberg blasted two
bombs, while Frank "Mr. Nice Guy"
Knafelz only had one. If you're wondering,
the Delts did get a couple of hits (3). The
boys, I mean men, easily have the most
talent in theleague, but now I am beginning
to question their heart. Do they want to hit
the scoreboard with their towering blasts or
do they want a shirt? We will find out soon.
Despite the Men's performance, the team
of the week was Chad Putnam's Balls Out,
who conquered both ends of their double
header, beating the horrible Beans Are
Back 13-4, and Rhythm Method 11-4.
Ken Kawachi, the voice of the Toreros, had
himself more than a day. The Fuji God
scored seven runs and never made an out
during the day. Putnam also added a home
run and five runs scorlS. What Bails Out
needs is some production from the bottom of
their line up. They went 3 for 30 on the day.
If you're wondering what happened to
the Beans Are Back, I don't know. Mo
Chavez hasnot put the pieces oftheirpuzzle
together, and because of that they probably
won't make the playoffs.
One team not backing down form
anyone's arrogance is Rick Salazar's Candy
Coated Clowns. They too, swept their
double header over I Hate Zingg and the
Sons of Steve Garvey, 12-8 and 13-9 re
spectively. Salazar and Curtis Demers led
the Clown hit parade while Lars Sadada
scored five runs and played a stellar defense
I Hate Zingg and Sons of Steve Garvey
will battle it out for the last playoff spot in
that division this Sunday. Dan O'Dea and
company must improve if they plan on
participating in a chance for the cloth.
The most exciting game of the day was
also its first, the young and powerful Gas
House Gang beat Chavez's Beans 5-1.
Ryan Blakeman hit a grand slam in the
bottom of the seventh to propel Gas House
to the important win. The only thing miss
ing in this game were bats.
Because of Ball's Out's performance in
their two games, they have been awarded
the Team of the Week. Chad Putnam and
company will get toquench their thirst with
ice cold Pepsi.
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Jackson too much for Sigma Chi
The final week of regular season hockey
was cut short because of rain, but nonethe
less, five games were played, and boy were
those five games exciting! The first game
saw playoff bound Jus Prima Nox vs. the
homeward bound Sigma Chi. The story of
the game was Richard "Action'' Jackson's
fourth hat trick in five games and a total of
15 goals for the season. Jus Prima Nox
added three more goals in their shellacking
of Sigma Chi whose only bright spot was
J.B. Little's two third period goals. Your
final score was undefeated Jus Prima Nox
6, Sigma Chi 2. Jus Prima Nox earns a
playoff game against no. 2 ranked Yahweh
who were rained out this week.
The second game was to determine the
best of the worst. Lex Talonis faced off
against John Bobbit's Stick. You could
tell John Bobbit's Stick was still a little
shaky with their sticks, but a couple of them
quickly adjusted and were able to handle
their sticks very well, especially Ben "It's"
Miller' 'Time'' and Jason' 'Free'' Baseman
who combined for three goals in a shut out
victory over Lex Talonis, as John Bobbit's
Stick gained momentum for next hockey
season with the 3-0 win.
In an irrelevant game, Chad''The Czar''
Czernick scored a hat trick, and Pat "Hey
Abbot" Costello added another goal as
Playing for Stevie beat Phi Kappa Theta
4-1. Phi Kappa Theta's goal was scored by
a player whose name should probably re
main a secret so his coach does not get mad
with him, but good job anyway "wool".
The fourth game of the week featured
two very fine A-league teams, Little Men
With Big Sticks and the Hansen's. All
season long it seemed Little Men with Big
Sticks had lost their big sticks and were
seeking appointments with the male insti
tute for cosmetic surgery. Butwaita minute,
cancel that appointment! What'sthis? Al0 lead off a goal by Pat "Survey Says"
Dawson, and Little Men With Big Sticks
were beating the no. 3 team, Hansen's,
whose name fits them perfect as they spent
eight minutes in the penalty box for various

assaults and batteries. But the jury had not
confirmed the loss for the Hansen's yet.
You must remember that this is the high
flying, explosive, never out of it, goal scor
ing, a la Lindros Hansen's. They'll come
back right? Pat "Survey Says" Dawson
said' 'neg" on that as he scored his second
goal of the night and assured Little Men
With Big Sticks the victory. Final score 20, Little Men With Big Sticks. Because of
the victory, and the other A-league games
being rained out, all A-league teams will be
in the playoffs.
Another team that will be in the playoffs,
is the other B-league representative Not My
Laundry who played against my personal
favorite, 1st Raf Brewer's. Unfortunately,
"Run C.M.C." was not in full effect until
half way through the first period and only
scored once, when Craig Collins scored
right before the game was called because of
rain. Not My Laundry on the other hand
had no, well some, well maybe big, well
maybe even huge problems getting it past
Tim "The Flap" Flaherty with his light
ning quick goalie stick, but it was short
lived, because natural talent does not always
win games, Tim. Kevin "I don't" Mead
' 'any help scoring'' exploded for a hat trick
against "The Flap" and Doug "I work"
Harder "for my goals" put in one as well.
But the story of the game was the story of the
season. Would Greg "I'm simply a finesse
type of player" Sundberg become the alltime assists leader? On Doug Harder's goal,
Greg got his 69th career assist and the
record! Great job! Anyway, as I stated, this
game was ended because of rain with the
final score Not My Laundry 4, 1st Raf
Brewers 1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Still Kicken
Delta Sigma Pi
We're Da Shirt
Walking Probable Cause
976-SCORE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Bats N Balls
Go Deep
Doggie Style
Delta Sigma Pi
Who Came First

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Mauling Vikings
Yahweh
Hansen's
Jus Prima Nox
Not My Laundry

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S SOFTBALL
Sigma Pi A
Flogging Your Mom
Men Among Boys
Candy Coated Clowns
Balls Out

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (A) TENNIS
Brian Jacobsen
Bryan Davis
Paul Sumagaysay
Francois Carriere
Laurent Lesaigle

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) TENNIS
BonickKoo
J.R. Rodriguez
Christopher Syran
Carleton Britt
Neil Lugo

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Farren Last
Kelly Kreisle
Emily Faust
Julie Watters
Michele Fallon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
Nice Huh
Can Anyone Beat Us
Barrio Bashers
Phi Kap A
Sigma Pi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
Get it Up, Put It In
Cadence of Silk .
The Black and Blue
Forty In Hand
Lex Talonis

Still time to get
involved

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Arts and Sciences
Sports Center
Taking it to the Hoop
P/P Bailers
Bookstore

Even though most IM league play is
winding down, there are still three great
opportunities to get involved. The IM de
partment will be sponsoring one-day spe
cial events in Co-rec Innertube Water Polo
(April 16), Over-The-Line (April 23) and
Scramble Golf (April 29).
Look here next week for more informa
tion about each of these tournaments.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC FOOTBALL
NoKaOi
Dazed and Confused
Notre D.A.M.E.S.
Fancher's Team
Delta Sigma Pi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL
Can't Side Out
Hell No
Myagi-Do
Where's Chad?
Foreplay

1.
2.
3.
4.

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
Return of Boo Bombers
McGuigan
Dig This!
Free Agents

GULLS' WINNERS Ja
son Baseman and Pat Dawson are the final
winners of two tickets each to Saturday
night's SanDiego Gulls' game against Peo
ria. More tickets are on sale at the Sports
Center IM office for only $5 each. But
hurry, today is the deadline to purchase your
tickets.

Hockey playoff preview
the latest line
TEAM
Mauling Vikings

ODDS
6-5

Yahweh
Hansen's
Hosers
Little Men/Big Sticks
Jus Prima Nox
Not My Laundry

7-5
3-1
8-1
8-1
15-1
25-1

Indoor soccer entries
due tonight
Indoor soccer, the last league to begin
play this semester, kicks off its season on
Saturday. But if you want your team to
compete, you must turn in your entry form
and $20 fee tonight!
Indoor soccer is a three-week league
followed by a one-day single-elimination
playoff for all teams on Saturday, April 30.
All games will be played on Saturdays in the
hockey/indoor soccer rink. All it takes are
six players to field a team but substitutes are
encouraged and rosters are limited to 12
players per team.
Competition is offered in both men's
and women's divisions, but remember to get
your entries in today ifyou want tojoin in on
the fun.

COMMENT
America's team no. 1, but Bettinelli
usually finishes no.2
Still the team to beat
Play to level of competition
Have league's best goalie
Got in due to rain out
Facing entirely different competition
Probably no longer undefeated

Fraternity standings
Phi Kapps still on top
Phi Kappa Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Pi
Sigma Chi

78 pts.
67
36
(-)2

j
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•BASEBALL
continued from page 20

Setzler and Matt Kuseski had two hits a piece
to help crush the Lion's defense.
"We showed alotof composure to lose in 15
innings and then come back and kick their
butts later in the day," said Morton.
In a mid week showdown, USD played
host to San Francisco State for a non-confer
ence two-game series in Cunningham Sta
dium. The Toreros beat SFSU in the first
game with a score of 9-5. Sophomore Brian
Springer made his first career start in this
game, but didn't receive the decision.
Senior Chris Collins came in the sixth
inning to pick up his third victory of the
season. Collins is only two games shy of
becoming the school's all-time leader in
mound appearances. The current record of 88
appearances is held jointly by Tony Battilega
('86-'89) and James Ferguson ('88-'91).
While Collins was looking to make it in the

record books, Williams is striving to pass his
1993 home run total of 13. Williams now has
eight homers, hitting three in the last four
games. Romero helped in the victory, going
4-5. Schmidt and S lania also contributed two
hits each.
On Wednesday, March 30, the Toreros
were looking forward to four days off after
they finished off SFSU. However, USD picked
up their first tie since the 1991 season, 7-7.
The game was called at the end of 10 innings
due to darkness.
Eric Morton stroked a two-run double in
the ninth to cap a four-run USD rally that
resulted in extra innings. Romero picked up
two hits to go 6-9 (.667) against SFSU.
Romero was recently recognized as a base
ball Sports Scholar by Black Issues in High
Education magazine.
The Toreros took on UCLA at Jackie
Robinson Field in Los Angeles yesterday.
USD will host Santa Clara in a three-game
WCC series tomorrow and Saturday. Friday's •
game starts at 2:30 p.m. and Saturday's
doubleheader starts at 11 a.m. A three-game
sweep would put USD near the top of the
WCC standings.

Pizza Hut
Athletes of the Week

Jerramy Hainline (golf) was the
low team scorer in two tourna
ments.

Debbie Smith (softball) went 6-7 in
two games against Concordia
University.

Honorable Mention
JJ. Shobar (tennis), Andrea Marino (softbail), Julie
McKeon (tennis), Larry Williams (baseball), Josh
Stepner (baseball)
c*

m

1 COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE
\

\ / /
UUIffo, '

I

For more information

Call 1-800-824-WILD
Don't waste your time with (lifers The VU577? Classified section is the Meet! place to
advertise on a small budget -- two weeks costs only $5 for USD students. With a
readership of more t han 8.000 students and faculty, on ana
off campus, you can't loose. Try distributing 8 000
flyers for less than $101
your classified is guaranteed,to sell or we'll give you
two additional weeks jRB? fill out a Classified at I he
IPC ticket window and rest your tired feet ••• there are no more reasons
to post flyers all over campus After ail, you have the V9ST/? working for MOM.'

The Houston toad produces alkaloids - pharmaceutical
wonders that may prevent heart attacks or act as an
anesthetic more powerful than morphine. Yet. due to habitat loss,
it is on the very brink of extinction, another member
of the Endangered Species List.

A
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
1400 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-2266

Sports Quote of the Week
"When you're down and feel like the odds are against you, go out and win one for the Zipper"
-Lt. George Zipp, Airplane
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preparation for our season ending tourna
ment,"
said Marino.
continued from page 20
The Women's Intercollegiate Softball
Tournament, played at the end of April, is
what the Toreros are keeping their sights on.
announced.
Asked what will help them achieve success in
The Toreros look to continue their winning the remainder of the season, Jomi Shega
ways in the UCSD Triton Classic. "We hope replied, "We need to have better selection in
to get some good games -some wins- in the pitches that we take."

•SOFTBALL

Baseball
WCC Standings W L GB
Santa Clara
Pepperdine
San Diego
St. Mary's
LMU
USF

8
9
6
7
5
4

4
6
6
8
7
8

Have you enrolled in
your USD
Summer Sessions
course yet?
Tn

roajster, bring appro

priate fees and a signed
registration form to
Founders, 108.

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 8-6:15
Friday

8-5:00

For more information, call 619-260-4800

.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

Results

If you would like to include your event
in this box, send typed information to:
USD VISTA; do Sports Editor; 5998
Alcala Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include time,date,
place, purpose, the event title and some
background of the event. All submissions
are due two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right to
deny servicing of press releases.

Crew
The USD men's and women's var
sity/novice crew teams will participate
in the 21st annual San Diego Crew
Classic thisSaturday and S unday, Apn 1
9-10. The event will be held on Crown
Point Shores in Mission Beach. This
race is one of the nation's premier
regattas. The Toreros join over 40
other collegiate crew entries in this
competition, which in past years has
drawn crowds of over 40,000.
Tlie men's Varsity Eight have been
busy varnishing their oars in prepara
tion for their big race, the California
Cup. This race consists of only Cali
fornia schools. Their hopes will be up
for aberth in the Visitor's Cup, an open
race ranking second only to the Copley
Cup in terms of prestige at the Classic.
The women's team will compete
against UCSD, Santa Clara, UC Irvine,
Long Beach State, UC Davis and Mills
College in the California Cup. The top
three schools in this race advance to the
Visitor'sCup, where theopportunity to
qualify for next year'sWhitterCup, the
Classic's most sought-after prize.
"We haven't seen any of these
schools," said women'scoach Leeanne
Crain, sizing up the competition. "We
do expect Long Beach to be fast. If
we're out of the gate fast we should
stand a chance in the race."
In the past week the women's Var
sity Eight, consisting of Lysanne Ray,
Kristen Sauve, Tanya Snipes, Andrea
Kellog, Beth McNamara, Stacy Bunten,
Helen Wilson and Michele Nowicki,
edged UC Irvine in Newport Harbor on
April 2. Men's coach Brook Dagman's
Varsity Eight lost to UC Irvine while
the men's Varsity Four outdistanced
USC and UC Irvine in the 2,000-meter
race. All of the crew teams look to see

their long hours of preparation with early mi
ing practices and strenuous afternoon worki
pay off in this regatta.

Women's Tennis
Last week the Toreros defeated
Harvard, 9-0, before dropping tough
road matches at 14th-ranked
Pepperdine, 3-6, and 18th-ranked UC
Santa Barbara, 4-5. Senior Julie
McKeon, USD's no.l singles player,
won all three of her singles matchesand
teamed up with freshman Yvonne Doyle
to win two of three. Doyle won two of
three singles matches as well. McKeon
is currently ranked 29th in the nation
and improved her record to 16-7 in
singles and 31-13 overall. She has won
eight consecutive singles matches.
Other statistical leaders include sopho
more Kristine Smith (21-9 in singles),
senior Laura Richards (16-9 in singles
and 31-14 overall) and freshman
Yvonne Doyle (16-4 in singles and 289 overall).
The Toreros are currently ranked 23rd
in the nation and will play at the WCC
championships this weekend at St.
Mary's College. The matches begin
Friday at 8 a.m. The singles champion
ship is scheduled for Sunday, April 10,
at 9 a.m., while the doubles begin at
11:30 a.m. Pepperdine has won six
straight titles with USD finishing as the
runner-up each of those years.

Men's Tennis
USD had this past week off. Two
weeks ago the Toreros went 1-3 with
their only victory coming against North
western,4-3. WinningfortheTorerosin
singles wereEmmanual Udozorh, Rob
ert Pavliska, Rafael Escobar and J.J.
Shobar. USD then dropped three straight
matches to Utah, 3-4, UNLV, 3-4, and
Harvard, 1-6. Statistical leaders forUSD
include Bobby Hrdina (28-17 overall),
Fredrik Axsater (23-23 overall) and J.J.
Shobar (24-17 overall). The Toreros are
currently 9-13 on the season and head to
the WCC championships this weekend
at Pepperdine. After the WCC's, the
men will play atUSCon April 12,before
closing out the season at home with UC
Irvine on April 14, and SDSU on April
19.

South Mission Beach
732 Deal Court #B
2 BR/ 2 BA Furnished Condo With Ocean View.
Balcony & Roof Deck, 2.5 Parking Spaces.
3 or 4 Females Preferred, School Year Rent: $1300 mo.
Call 488-2867
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The
bogey
man
Hainline finishes
after 73 strokes
Mike Tang he
Sports Co-editor

Larry Williams leads the Toreros with eight homers and 32 RBI.

Baseball fever

The USD men's golf team finished 10th out of 18 teams
in the George Buzzine/Stanislaus Invitational last week
and placed 11th out of 14 teams in the Anteater Golf
Invitational on April 4-5, hosted by UC Irvine.
In the Stanislaus Invitational, USD's three-round score
was 946 (317-315-314). Individual leaders for the Toreros
were sophomore Jerramy Hainline (229, 77-77-75) and Matt Simons
isenior Steve Brown (234; 79-77-78).
Staff Writer
The Anteater Invitational, played on the extremely chal
lenging Coto de Caza Country Club course, proved to be
another tough obstacle. USD was without its team captain,
The USD baseball team improved its record to 17-14-1
Steve Brown, who was not allowed to miss class for the
overall and 6-6 in WCC action this past week. On Friday and
match, and his presence was needed. The team struggled,
Saturday, March 25-26, the Toreros traveled to Loyola
shooting a three-round total of 950 (313-318-319).
Marymount and took two of three from the Lions. Then, in a
"We were disappointed in our play in the Anteater
midweek series against San Fransisco State, USD won one
Invitational," said junior Chad Buchanan. "The course was
and tied one.
real tough, especially for playing on it our first time."
With the WCC conference inarace for the lead, theToreros
Hainline was again the low scorer for the Toreros,
tried to stay close by beating Loyola. In the first game, USD
finishing tied for 21st with 229 (73-77-79). Sophomore
won 15-2. Junior Travis Burgus pitched the full nine innings
Jeff Brown finished 44th overall with 240, junior Matt
to improve his record to 4-1. Burgus leads the Torero pitching
Freeman and senior Larry Petryk were tied in the 52nd spot
staff with a 3.04 ERA.
with 243 and Buchanan was 60th with 249.
Once again the Toreros bats were on fire. Junior Larry
Next up for the Toreros is the West Coast Conference
Williams,
along with sophomore Karl Schmidt, led the way.
tournament. The tournament will be held at the Bayonet
Schmidt
hit
2-3 with a homer and five RBI. Williams added
Golf Course at Fort Ord, in the Monterey Bay area on
two
hits
and
picked up his sixth homer of the season. Junior
Monday and Tuesday, April 11-12. The 54-hole event will
Eric
Morton
also contributed three RBI on two hits.
include all eight teams from the WCC. Pepperdine is the
On
Saturday
morning, USD made a long one out of the first
team tobeat, butUSD, with Steve Brown, should fare well.

game of a doubleheader. After a grueling 15 innings, the
Toreros were unable to pick up the victory, losing 5-6. Mike
Saipe was looking for his seventh victory of the season, but
couldn't pick it up. Saipe pitched a full 10 innings, then was
relieved by senior Pat James.
The Toreros' offense continues to produce as USD heads
into the final half of the season. In a losing effort, Stepner had
three hits and two RBI. Also having productive games were
Jacob Slania going2-3, freshman Matt Kuseski hitting 2-4 and
Steve Ashton adding two RBI on two hits.
After losing a close one in the morning, the Toreros came out
firing. USD tore up the Lions, beating them 10-2. Junior Mike
Freehill pitched the full nine innings, improving his record to
3-3. Freehill gave up 11 hits in the winning effort.
The Toreros had 18 hits in this final game of the series.Senior
Josh Stepner improved his batting average to .350, going 4-5.
Stepner leads the Toreros in this category. Williams hit his
seventh homer to lead the homer category with the closest
competition only having two homers. David Romero, Charlie
see

BASEBALL on page 18

Softball prepares for Triton classic
ERA to 1.82.
Mike Tanghe
Marino has 12 of the Toreros 14 wins this year, and credits
Sports Co-editor
the team's attitude with its success this year. "We are an
extremely close group. We all get along, and that is why we
The USD women's Softball team (14-10) most recently work great as a team."
The following day, March 30,USD played host to Concordia
took on Point Loma Nazarene in a doubleheader on Tuesday,
April 5. The Toreros split the two games, which were hosted University. The Toreros won the first game, 5-3, but the toll
by Point Loma. Andrea Marino pitched both games for the of playing in their fifth game in two days caught up to them
Toreros, who dropped the first one 4-3 before coming back as they dropped a 2-10 decision. Catcher Debbie Smith went
6-7 at the plate to lead USD.
and winning the nightcap 2-1.
This past week saw shortstop Melissa Reinard's ten game
In the previous week, the Toreros took twp of three games
from Loyola Marymount on March 29 (2-5,1-0,2-0) in Los hitting streak end at 10 games. Reinard is leading theToreros
Angeles. The first game played was a continuation of USD- with a .441 batting average, and is second to only her sister
LMU's suspended game of March 18, with the Lions winning Aimee in on base percentage for the team. Aimee reaches
5-2. Marino then pitched back-to-back shutouts, giving up base 59 percent of the time, while Melissa follows herclosely
only nine hits in 14 innings, while lowering her team leading at 53 percent. Other team statistical leaders include Trisha

Smith (11 stolen bases), Jomi Shega (15 runs scored), and
Debbie Smith is tied with Melissa Reinard in home runs, with
one each.
The Toreros will compete in the UC-San Diego Triton
Classic this Friday through Sunday, April 8-10, in La Jolla.
USD will compete in Pool B against California Lutheran,
Chapman, Claremont-Mudd and Grossmont CC. Pool A
consists of Loyola Marymount, La Veme, California Baptist,
College of Notre Dame (C A) and UC-San Diego. USD takes
on Claremont at 12:00 noon before playing Cal Lutheran at
4:00 p.m. on Friday. On Saturday they play Chapman at 8:00
a.m. and Grossmont at4:00 p.m. Both of Saturdays games are
played at the USD Softball Field. Sundays games feature the
top three teams in each pool at times and sights to be
see SOFTBALL on page 19

The Australian wonder boys celebrate ten
years of making alternative music
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1994-95 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
.The Fall Housing Sign-up Period For
Current USD Students is ipril 4 through April 28, 1994
New for 1994-95

* There will be no increase in the Room and Board Rates for 1994-95.
The current 1993-94 fees will remain in effect for 1994-95
* A 10 meal plan plus $125 cash balance will be available
in addition to the current meal plan options.
*A Two Year Agreement with discounted Room and Board Rates will be offered to
residents wishing to make a commitment to live on campus for the next two consecutive academic years (1994-95 and 1995-96)
Current residents: Watch for a handout from your Resident
Assistants explaining the various housing options
available for the 1994-95 academic year.
Off-Campus students: Stop by the Housing Office for
sign-up information in Mission Crossroads Building.
IMPORTANT DATES
"Squatter's Rights" Option Available
April 4-April 22
Draw Lottery Numbers
April 4-April 28
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY THURSDAY, April 28
Room Sign-up Weekend
April 30-May 1

REMEMBER:
A Room Reservation Deposit of $150 is neces
sary to sign up for fall housing.
Housing is not confirmed until the necessary
forms and the 1994-95 Housing and Dining Services
Contract is complete and on file in the Housing Office.
The HOUSING DEPARTMENT
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
EXTENSION 4622
8:00am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday
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The latest laugh is the last

"Naked" people (from left to right): O.J.
Simpson, Leslie Nielson and George Kennedy
Todd Moran
Staff Writer
Put your car in the
garage, lock up your
valuables and watch out.
Leslie Nielson and the
"Naked Gun" crew are
back for"Naked Gun 33
1/3: The Final Insult."
This is the third install
ment of the series based
on "Police Squad," a cult
television show can
celed after only six episodes in the
'80's.
In this installment, Nielson re
prises his role as Lt. Frank Drebin.
The bungling cop has retired from
the policeforce and spends his days
watching soap operas and cleaning

Behind the
Camera
Director:
Peter Segal
Credits:
"Naked Gun
33 1/3"

house. Drebin is
also having mari
tal difficulties
with his wife Jane Spencer-Drebin
(Priscilla Presley) over their inabil
ity to have children.
Meanwhile, terrorists are planningtobombthe66th Annual Acad
emy Awards. Oh, dark days are
here again. Who will save the stars

and starlets from impending doom
now that Drebin has retired? Where
is the man we once counted on? Can
we find a replacement?
No one can replace Frank Drebin,
which is why his buddies, Captain
Ed Hocken (George Kennedy) and
Nordberg (OJ. S impson), ask Frank
to do a simple undercover job to
stop the terrorists. As in all "Naked
Gun" movies, what at first seems
simple is turned into mayhem by
Drebin.
There are a few new faces in this
film. Rocco (Fred Ward) is the ter
rorist threatening to bomb the Acad
emy Awards. Tanya (Anna Nicole
Smith) is his ditzy but very goodlooking girlfriend. Fred Ward has
been in the films"The Right Stuff,"
"Tremors" and "Remo Williams:
The Adventure Begins." Anna
Nicole Smith is best known as the
Guess? Jeans supermodel and was
selected by Playboy Magazine as
its 1993 Playmate of the Year.
The "Naked Gun" movies have
all been written by David Zucker
who also directed the first two
"Naked Gun" movies. "The Final
Insult" was directed by Peter Segal
and is the first feature film he has
directed. This could explain why it
just doesn't measure up to the first
two movies.
If you want a movie that will
definitely have you laughing, "Na
ked Gun 331/3:The Final Insult" is
a good bet. The quality doen't seem
to be at the level of the other mov
ies, but it's a must-see simply be
cause it' in the series.

Not so Secret Service
Carlisle. Why? "Be
cause she's a national
treasure," is the
president's curtreply.
"Any slip-ups and
you'll beguhrcfiflgmy
dog." The reason for
such presidential hos
tility isnot made clear,
but it doesn't matter.
The message is re
ceived — again and
again, and it's funnier
every time.
But the former First
Lady is not so easy to
guard. She won't let
her guards wear guns
in her house, she in
sists on publ ic appearNicholas Cage in the presidential comedy "Guarding Tess" ances and would
rather have nobody
watching her. If she
Matt Morgan
must,
she
will
use
them
her
way.
Guards bring her
Staff Writer
breakfast, fetch golf clubs and make bouquets. Every
Ever wish the president would just leave you alone? time the film seems predictable, it turns out another
Douglas Chesnic (Nicholas Cage) wants nothing amusing surprise.
w
Cage and MacLaine are complemented by the cast
more. As a special agent, he had thought his job would
be exciting and dangerous, but never dull. Unfortu comprising Tess' staff: her driver Earl and several
nately, he's assigned to guard the former First Lady, kitchen workers give Chesnic one headache after an
Tess Carlisle (Shirley MacLaine). What sounds like a other, which means that Chesnic gives the president
one headache after another.
boring, easy job turns out to be anything but.
"Guarding Tess" is hysterical. I didn't really care for
This is the basic premise behind "Guarding Tess."
Ho-hwn, I thought. Another comedy trying to be a the previews, but the film turned out to be one of those
drama. Anyone who dismisses this film under such an unlikelies that just grabs you unexpectedly. Both Nichoassumption is making a big mistake. The closest ap las Cage and Shirley MacLaineare well-cast. MacLaine
proximation 1 can give to "Guarding Tess" is that it's makes a great bitchy foil for Cage's action-starved
"Moonlighting" without the annoyance of either Cybil agent.
"Guarding Tess" is a great movie and well worth
Shepherd or Bruce Willis.
Agent Chesnic has been assigned to guard Tess checking out.

If you would like to include
your everain this box,send typed
information to: USD VISTA; do
Outlook Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego. CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and somebackground
on the event. All submissionsare
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to edit press releases
for clairtty and space.

compiled by Chris Woo

mance of 'Danuen in the sec
ond of two final performances.
This haunting, passionate and fas
cinating one- man show by AkJyih
Morris was directed by David
McFadzean, Executive Producer
of television's "Home Improve
ment" and mid-season replace
ment, "Thunder Alley." Hahn
Cosmopditan Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,
$18 (discounts available), call
474-4542.
James Barman Band: Belly up,
call 481-8140.

MONDAY, April 11

FRIDAY, April S

DAS EFX w/Black Moon and
Twiee AsjWice: An all-ages hiphop show hosts platnum under
ground artists, DAS EFX. This
lour promotes their latest release
Straight UP Sewaside.
Montezuma Half SDSU, 7:30
pan., $20/518.50 advance, call
278-T1XS.

Miles Beauchamp: Arts & En
tertainment editor of the Asian
journal, will speak to the San
Diego Writers/EditorsGuild. He
will be discussing "Journalism
As It Shoud Be." Dimhri's Cafe
in Bullock's Mission Valley, 7
p.m., $2.50, call 223-5235.

WEDNESDAY, April 13

Michael York: Preeminent ac
tor, Michael York, delivers a great
performance with an everting of
readings of Shakespeare, a trib
ute to the power and magic of the
works. Mandeville Auditorium
UCSD, 8 p.m., 514, call 5346467.

Miguel Bose: San DiegoSports
Arena, 8 p.m., call 278-T1XS.

"Translations*: Richard Seer,
recently appointed director of
the Old Globe Theatre/Univer
sity of San Diego Professional
Actor Training Program, will
direct the first-year graduate ac Jessye Norman: This will be the
tors in Brian Fnel's "Transla opera soprano's only Southern
tions." The event tans through California appearance this sea
the 16th. Sacred Heart Hall USD, son and her first San Diego ap
8 p.m., S7/S5 student, call 231- pearance in 17 years. Civic The
1941, ext. 2131.
atre, 7:30 p.m., call 459-3724.

SUNDAY, April 10
•K *

'

THURSDAY, April 14
*•

- 9 Beaux AttsTrio: Evening's program includes music by
Beethoven, Arensky and
Mendelssohn. Mandeville Au
ditorium UCSD, 8 p.m., $18,
call 534-6467.
"Boomers": The fourth exten
sion of its hit musical"Boomers"
runs through April 10. HahnCosmopolitan Theatre, times
vary, S18/S23, call 474-4542.
<

"Damien": Robert Smyth, Pro
ducing Artistic Director of
Lamb's PlayersTheatre, reprises
his Critically acclaimed perfor-

%

Pink Floyd: Jack Murphy Sta
dium, 8 p.m., SOLD OUT.
San Jose Taiko: Originating in
Japan as a fusion of musician
ship, religion and martial arts,
Taiko drumming was tradition
ally used to ward off evil spirits,
summon rain and in thanksgiv
ing for bountiful harvests. A
blend of Japanese, African, Balioese, Brazilian, Latin and jazz
percussion creating new and in
novativesounds. Mandev illc Au
ditorium UCSD,8 p.m., S16/S14
Sr.Citizen/S 12 student, call 5346467.

D • Outlook
Morrissey
Vauxhall and /
Sire/Reprise Records

Morrissey, the Dark Prince of
pop, is back and he could very well
be single handedly changing the
face of pop music. Steven Patrick
Morrissey may still be remembered
by many as the former frontman for
the British post-punk group, the
Smiths, but Morrissey's solo ca
reer, and the amount of success
which it has brought him,has begun
to eclipse the work of his former
band. His latest release, Vauxhall
and I, not only displays the work of
an artist who has nothing more to
prove, but also challenges main
stream music.
The tracks on Vauxhall and I,
like many of Morrissey's previous
singles, manage to be intelligent,
witty, emotional, and potentially
popular at the same time. If you are
unfamiliar with his work,Morrissey
might be a little overwhelming at
first. His penchant for writing songs
that express the darkest of human
emotions is his trademark. His mu
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sic is usually quirky and witty, and
is almost always depressing.
Vauxhall and I features a more
sublime and controlled sound, in
comparison to the emotional ex
tremes that marked Morrissey's last
LP,Your Arsenal. Listeners may be
disappointed in the lackof up tempo
songs, such as the previously re
leased "National Front Disco," or
"Hairdresser on Fire," but they will
still appreciate the polished presen
tation of this work.
The first single from Vauxhall
and I is titled "The More You Ig
nore Me, The Closer I Get". It is
reminiscent of Morrissey's first
single as a solo artist, "Suedehead."
What is striking about this track, as
well as the others on Vauxhall and
I, is its marketability. They are the
most radio-friendly songs that
Morrissey has produced to date.
The factthat "The More You Ignore
Me, The Closer 1 Get" is being
played not only on radio stations
91X and 92.5 The Flash, but alsoon
Q106, signifies that a change has
taken place.
As noted above, this release does
not give the impression that

Morrissey is changing his style and
striving to be mainstream. On the
contrary, it appears that it is the
music industry and the classifica
tions of music which are shifting.
In a recent interview with Billboard
Magazine Morrissey had this to say
about the subject: "I am not even
vaguely interested in the idea of
being a pop star or a rock star or
wearing leather trousers and telling
everyone that I am the most won
derful person on earth. I'd like to
think that in some way, I'm helping
move pop music away from those
notions."
Morrissey may be getting his
wish. This publicity shy, "loner"
and his music are getting a lot of
attention. Morrissey is everything
that "glam rock" and 'Top40 Pop"
aren't. His music is sharp, original,
profound, and heavy. With
Vauxhall and I, and its almost cer
tain success, Morrissey may be
come a pop star after all. Fortu
nately though it will be pop music
and not Morrissey that changes in
order for this to happen.

— Matt Heinze

Cheap Trick
Woke UpWith A Monster
Warner Bros.

The Man of a Thousand Voices and His Bargain
Bin Buddies: Cheap Trick

The Greenberry Woods
Rapple Dapple
Sire/Reprise Records
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The Greenberry Woods, a four man band
out of Baltimore, are full of potential. Their
latest release, Rapple Dapple, is comprised
of 14 tracks which showcase the bands' mu
sical talent. Unlike many young bands who
fall into the habit of singing different lyrics on
top of the same music over and over again,
The Greenberry Woods show a noticeable
amount of range and depth.
Describing the type of music which The
Greenberry Woods create is difficult. It's not
that their music is revolutionary, but rather
that the classifications which we use to de
scribe music these days can be very mislead
ing. The Greenberry Woodsare a guitar band
with a slightly alternative slant. Their music
is reminiscent of the British band Radiohead.
Their lyrical style is similar to the Samples,
and their vocals bring to mind Crowded
House. The use of these comparisons is help
ful to illustrate that the music on Rapple
Dapple is enjoyable and interesting.
The Greenberry Woods strong point is
their apparent musical skill. The band seems
to have control of their instruments. On Rapple

Correct me if I'm wrong, but
didn't "glam rock" die a definitive
death a few years back? Appar
ently, Cheap Trick haven't heard
the ne ws yeL
Woke Up With A Monster, Cheap
Trick's latest album, could have
been recorded five years ago, as it
evokes images of Winger, Poison,
Warrant orsimilarly anemic acts. It
is one thing fora veteran band to try
to update their sound and change
with the times, but their latest effort
chases the shadows of far less wor
thy (not to mention younger) bands.
In short. Woke Up With A Mon
ster amounts to an insufferable
amount of posturing; most of the
songsare indistinguishablefrorn one
another and all of them are about
sex. Consider the track "Ride The
Pony" as Motley Crue without the
makeup —it sounds like an outtake
discarded by lessermusicians.Other
uninspiring tracks include "Girl-

friends,""Woke Up With A Mon
ster" and "Love Me For A
Minule."
The album does have its mo
ments, few and far between
though they may be. "You're All
1 Wanna Do," while admittedly
about sex (again), evokes Cheap
Trick's musical past, when songs
like "1 Want You To Want Me"
and"The Flame"were the band's
hallmarks. "Never Run Out Of
Love"and"Tel Wer Everything"
are also brief respites from this
otherwise disappointing album.
Cheap Trick have amassed a
large worldwide following
through their nearly 20 years to
gether, but this album may test
the loyalty of their fans. Cheap
Trick vocalist RobinZander may
be called the "Man of A Thou
sand Voices," but none of them
arclikelyto rescue WokeUp With
A Monster from the bargain bin
at your local music store, where
it will assuredly be two months
from now.

— Matt Morgan

Dapple, the electric gui
tar is used powerfully, but
it is kept in check on the
tracks that don't require
its harsh sound.
Rapple Dapple's big
gest weakness is the lyr
ics. Most of the songs are
built upon general state
ments which seem to lack
any true emotion or pur
pose. Many of the cho
ruses have a repetitious
feel that gives the listener
the impression that the
band ran out of things to
say. They seem to lack the
ability to truly express
themselves and their situ Big Star potential (left to right): Ira Katz,
ations through their lyr Matt Huseman, Miles Rosen, and Brandt
ics. A full album requires Huseman
a lot of lyrics, and listen
ing to some of these songs the listener can't to have mastered the instrumental element of
help but wonder if the band tried to stretch 14 their art, and their lyrics will undoubtedly
improve with time and exposure. The band
songs out of eight.
already
has a firm grasp on creating quality
Rapple Dapple is a good, solid release.
music
and
they have an unlimited amount of
The Greenberry Woods seem to have over
potential.
come many of the stumbling blocks that keep
— Matt Heinze
small bands from becoming big. They seem
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Latin Playboys
Latin Playboys
Slash/Warner Brothers

LATIN PLAYBOYS

Back in the early '80's when Slash
Records, a seminal punk label, signed the
Los Angeles based-banda Los Lobos to its
roster, eyebrows were raised. What was an
East L.A. group that specialized in tradi
tional Mexican canciones doing on a punk
label?
In any case, Los Lobos proved to hold
their own on Slash over and over again for
over 10 years. The seemingly "traditional"
band quickly developed their own unique
sound and toward the end of their careers,
began to get very experimental. Their last
studio album, Kiko, was a far departure
from the pure rock 'n roll of earlier records
like Will The Wolf Survive?
With the group's demise late last year,
fans were left wondering, "What next?"
With the recent release of The Latin
Playboys on Slash, that question is at least
partially answered.
Former Los Lobos guitarist/vocalist
David Hidalgo and percussionist Louie
Perez have joined forces with past album

producers Mitchell Froom and Tchad
Blake to create a debut album that truly
challenges the concept of what music is.
Thealbum is experimental, yes, but it has
its roots in conventionality. This provides
for a very compelling mix of poetry,
sounds and studio tricks that is reminiscent
of the ideals John Lennon was trying to
achieve before his death.
The Latin Playboys takes the ideas Kiko
formulated one step further. "Viva La
Raza," the album's opening track, is a
collage of samples, horns, percussion and
guitar that makes for a very compelling
listen. The track is almost MTV-like in
nature, bombarding the listener with 30second chunks of noise that weave and
intertwine around each other to create a
composition that truly emulates what it sets
out to emulate — a whirlwind of emotion
that becomes a sonic mosaic depicting the
grand Beautiful that is the Mexican culture.
"Mira!" is another interesting song that
uses samples and other sounds to create a
sonic curiosity. Handclaps and percussion
wail behind simple guitar chords and bass
lines while someone shouts, "Mira mijo,
hay viene Dumbo! Hay viene Dumbo! Mira
see LATIN on page K

[Elvis Costello
Brutal Youth
Warner Brothers

like songsfound in some forgotten
jukebox waiting for young lovers with
Post-punk wonder boy Elvis Costello's nickels and dimes in their hot hands to
dance to.
latest album, Brutal Youth, is a return to
There are some beautiful ballads
his earlier days when his music was
simple and direct and he had h is hand, die breathing and living within Brutal Youth.
"Still Too Soon To Know" is very
Attractions, by his side.
stripped down with Costeilo's voice
Musically, Brutal Youth is far from
floating along over slight percussion and
brutal. In fact, it is extremely sweet and
a couple of guitar chords. "London's
poppy. Costello has the happy talent of
Brilliant Parade" displays Costello's
writing pure old-time rock 'n roll — the
knack for storytelling, decorating his
kind that makes your feet tap and body
lyrics with lovely images from England's
sway.
Pride and Joy. But the real winner is
The opening track, "Pony St.," is a
"This Is Hell," a bittersweet ode to
shining pop-fest, chock full of gorgeous
apathy
and complacency that makes life
hooks and Costello's thick lyrics. It sets
seem
dismally
pleasant.
the tone for the entire album with an
Although
Costello
can be realty
upbeat tempo and crystal clear message
quirky
at
times
("My
Science
Fiction
shouldn't
take
this
all
too
— listeners
Twin" is fun, but come on!) and Brutal
seriously.
Youth is a little on the long side (15
"Kinder Murder," "13 Steps Led
songs), the album is definitely worth
Down" and the riotous "20% Amnesia"
owning. In an age of overproduced
all move with the same pop fervor,
materia], of which Costello is, at times,
conjuring up images of vast dance hails
guilty of producing, Brutal Youth is
filled with teenagers clad in poodle skins
refreshingly simple and a throwback to
and bobby socks. Thai's not to say that's
an era when life and music weren't
what the songs are about. That's what
meant to be complex.
Brutal Youth's best songs sound like —
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Jawbox

—JoeySahtos

Jawbox
For Your Own
Special
Sweetheart
Atlantic

Jawbox, the band best
known for playing cleancut emo[tional] punk rock,
has moved out of their
indie label roots and made
a landmark for one of the
most self-righteous DIY
indie labels of this era.
Dischord, the label
founded by Jeff Nelson
and Ian MacKaye (among
others) in the early '80s
*
that thrived on the antiif
corporate insignia that
hardcore punk portrayed so
often in sound and action, was and has been the superordinate of the genre for years. With
so many bands from other indie labels taking the major label plunge, it seemed as though
Dischord, in its tardiness, would stand firm. When Jawbox signed to Atlantic, it seemed
the complete antithesis of the label's code of ethics.
But how much has really changed? The new album, For Your Own Special Sweetheart,
is produced by Ted Niceley, who produces Fugazi's albums. Vocalist/guitarist J. Robbins
still does the album design. And three of the songs on the album, "Savory," "Jackpot
Plus!" and "Motorist" are all from earlier released singles on Dischord.
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So actually, the only difference is that the band
has a chance to make some money off the type of
music they have worked so hard to maintain,
unlike some good indie bands. Tar, for example,
who happened to be part of the "Static" tour with
Jawbox around a year ago has hit the downward
spiral. Their Clincher EP was hardly the Tar we
know and love and the follow-up Toast album was
like-salt in their wounds. It is ironic how the two
bands parted at the climactic end of the "static"
tour.
I'm not trying to say that major label bands are
inferior to indie bands, simply that some great
indie bands such as the Afghan Whigs and Green
Day have not been cut short musically, so why
should Jawbox? The point is they have not lost
their musical flair. And if you insist on being a
cynic for reasons that do not deviate from the
typical major label sellout whining then, please,
save it for someone who cares. You will be
missing what was, and still is, great music from a
great band.

— Chris Woo
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What are you doing in Florida?

Because I reckon they'recool, that little Space Man, you
know. Other than that, they are all basically in storage.
The last thing you want to do is go home and look at your
platinum records on the wall... you know what 1 mean?
Maybe when I'm 50 or something, I'll dedicate a room
somewhere to them when I'm a little more nostalgic
about it.

PENGILLY

We've just recorded a soundtrack for
the movie "Beverly Hills Cop 3." They're talking about
having it be the title track, but we'll have to waitand see.

— Do you get tired of the constant
traveling and being away from Australia?

PENGILLY

I've been
doing this almost my entire
life. In some ways I feel more
comfortable on the road.
When
you're playing,

PENGILLY -

Yeah ...
that's probably the one part
of the day when I feel most
comfortable ... when we're
on the stage. It's hard but I'm
used to it. It's the only life I
know. I'm probably less ef
fected by it than some of the
other guys in the band.
— Does it
seem bizarre that you receive
awards from countries that
you have no emotional ties
with?

PENGILLY

INXS released a new album, Full Moon, Dirty Heart. This album has
major significance for INXS. It is their last album on Atlantic Records
(they have since signed with Polygram Records); Ray Charles accom
panies them on the song, "Please (You Got That...)"; Chrissie Hynde,
from the Pretenders, joins them on the title track, "Full Moon, Dirty
Hearts"; and they also brought together a select group of Australia's
young filmmakers to create "Full Moon, Dirty Hearts — The Album
Visual," for which mini-movies have been made to accompany the
album's songs.
Pengilly was in Florida when I conducted the interview. As with
most celebrities, he used a pseudonym while staying at the hotel. Our
conversation started out like most... with small talk about what the
weather was like and about Clinton visiting San Diego.

— all articles by Todd Moran
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As far

as performing ... Tim, the
oldest brother,he and I have
Paying >n bands together since 1971. Since we
w e r e h i g h school. When
we started our first band, I
was the lead singer and
wrote most of the material
for it. It was kind of like
progressive rock with a
country flavor...itwasquite
weird music. Completely

Jesus Christ Pose: Michael Hutchence (center) and the rest of
INXS in their video "The Gift."
For their latest album, Full Moon, Dirty Hearts, INXS re
cruited up-and-coming young filmmakers to create short
subjects to accompany each of the songs on the album. LynnMaree Milburn, Clayton Jacobsen, Emma Kate Crogan, An
gus Cummings and Tracy Moffat were some of the awardwinning participants in the project.

un-commercial.
As far as music I listened
to ... it was extremely var
ied. I went through all sorts
of different stages. I didn't
really get into music until
the late '60s, early '70s. I
listened to a lot of Motown
and R&B stuff
Then j

OUTLOOK- How did the idea for the video collection come about?

would go through a phase,

PENGILLY — We've been wanting to do it for a long time. It's always been difficult to
do a whole album because of time and the cost of it. Luckily, our sort of seventh member,
Richard Lowenstein, came up with the ideaof getting young filmmakers and giving them free
reign to come up with a concept and image for the songs. They were each given two or three
songs. Richard would then look at their ideas and pick the ones he liked. We then picked what
we liked from those. Because of how young and inexperienced they were, the budgets were
small. Because of the small budgets we were able todo all of the songs on the album. We spent
two to three weeksjust working on the videos. It was fun justseeing how other people interpret
things like lyrics and music ... and which way their creative flow leads.

—Kirk Pengilly of INXS ^ora year

the band's decision to
leave Atlantic Records

—I thought it was interesting to see that
Michael (Hutchence) had won a Brit Award for Best
International Male (singer).

PENGILLY

I'm curious to find out about your

/

Q

The Album Visual

music background,

•

Well we
O/ll
do have emotional ties in a
way. America has a pretty
big place in our heart. It was
the first country we traveled
to from Australia. The first country that showed interest
to us, outside of Australia. It's a little bit like a second
home, in a way. America, on an entertainment level, is
still the most important country... so to receive an award
from here is a great thing.

S hen I was first asked to interview INXS,
I immediately saw myself sitting in a hotel room
in La Jolla talking with Michael Hutchence, the
lead singer. Reality was very different. The
interview I wound up with was a telephone
conversation with Kirk Pengilly, who plays
guitar and saxophone. I also jumped to the
assumption that the interview would be boring
as well as uninformative. I was wrong on both
accounts. What I wound up with was not only an
insight into INXS but also a celebrity's insight
and understanding of our world and his way of
dealing with it.

Outlook • G
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We've also won the Brit Award for
Best International Band. To be honest I've kind of lost
track. I don't know what to do with all of them. The only
awards I have in my home are the three MTV Awards.

where ljust Ustened to Black Sabbath and
Deep Purple. The next year

Iwo"ld pet'nt0 s0^ething

1

like Yes or Gentle Giant...
weird sort of progressive
music. Then disco ... then punk ... etc.

— Because of your interest in Motown
and R&B, was it heaven for you to record "Please" with
Ray Charles?

OUTLOOK — Did you shoot all of it in
PENGILLY- Well we did one in L.A.

The live one for "Time" in the middle of 1993
when we did the Get Out Of The House Tour, where we played only in clubs and pubs. But
the rest we did mostly in Melbourne because most of the directors attend a film school there

PENGILLY

When we were in the studio, there
were a couple of songs we thought would sound great if
Ray sang on them. So we sent Ray a tape of a few songs
and didn't hear back from him for a couple of months,
because he was on tour.
In the end, he got back to us and said he would love to
do it. The first song we had chosen he said was in the
wrong key, but he really liked "Please," so we thought,

and Richard is also based there.

"Fine... whatever song you want." So he and
Michael got together in a studio in L.A. and
they worked out which parts they would sing.
— INXS appeared on MTV's
"The Jon Stewart Show," right?

m

.

-«•««- > •

I ENGILIY —

was

jusl \Tjchael and

Tim. They were on the first or second night. I
think Howard Stem was on the first night and
they were on the second night I like the show
and am glad to see it's still on the air. But since
Jon was able to survive Howard Stem, it
doesn't surprise me that he is still on the air.

OUTLOOK-

Have you listened to

Howard Stem's program?

PENGILLY

Yeah ... we've also done

interviews with him.

M

INXS (left to right): Michael Hutchence, Jon Farriss, Kirk Pengilly, Andrew
Farriss, Garry Gary Beers and Tim Farriss
If you enjoy any of the albums INXS has made, you willlove Full Moon,
Dirty Hearts because they haven't changed at all! Ibis can be good or bad,
The first few songs of the album are really nothing special. "Time" is a
nicefast-paced song that pumps you up. "I'm Only Looking" has a spoken"Ptease (You Got That...)," wa^recorded with Ray Charles. Unfortu
nately, it's just another INXS song, but with Ray's vocals. "Full Moon,
Dirty Hearts," wa^scorded with Chrissie Hynde from the Pretenders.
"Freedom Deep" isa song where Eastern and Western sounds combine
to provide a me&tatian feel. "Cut Your Roses Down" has a funky sound,

Australia?

O TLOOK— What was

it like to do an

interview with him?

PENGILLY

Well... one of the times he

kept asking Michael, how big Bono's dick is
and how big Michael's is. He's actually pretty
fucking annoying to be interviewed by, be
cause he has such an ego and doesn't give a
shit You're trying to promote something and
he is trying to promote himself. There is noth
ing worse than doing an interview with a radio
DJ that thinks they are like a pop star... and has
an attitude and a chip on their shoulder. It gets
to the point where you think, "What the fuck
am I doing here?"
— Is INXS still with the At
lantic Records?

PENGILLY

Nope. "Full Moon,Dirty Heart"

is our last album with them. We are now signed
with Polygram Records. Our contract with Atlantic
expired in 1993. They didn't approach us with a
new deal, so our management went lookingat other
labels. Polygram gave us an offer, Atlantic still
hadn't offered us anything, and the Polygram deal
was too good to pass up. So we signed with them.
Atlantic found out about it and got pissed off,
even though they had the first chance to give us an
offer and they couldn't get their act together. So
they dumped our project. Our deal with Polygram
hasn' t gone into effect yet, so we are in limboat the
moment.

OUTLOOK— Do you lose the enjoyment of
creating music after events like this happen?

PI,NGILLY — Creating songs is probably the
best part. That's why I became a musician, that's
what I always wanted to do, write... record ... etc.
Touring isa bit like taking a Broadway show out on
the road. It doesn't matter where you are because
you are repealing yourself every night, whereas in
the studio, it's creative.

jM here is nothing worse
than doing an interview
with a radio DJ that thinks
they are a pop star
— Kirk Pengilly of INXS
about radio DJ Howard Stern
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Alcala Promotions Group
Amy De Winter
Special to the VISTA
Business majors are not always the victims of rigor
ous lectures and exhausting exams. One undergraduate
business course, the Advance Marketing Project, gives
students the opportunity toutilize their marketing knowl
edge and experience in an interactive team effort. Pro
fessors Seth Ellis and David Light serve only asconsult
ants for the project, allowing the class to work indepen
dent of academic constraints.
The course project involves the students' participa
tion in the General Motors Internship program (GMI).
General Motors has "employed" the class to function as
a real-life promotional campaign for their client, City
Chevrolet- Geo, located five minutes from USD on
Morena Boulevard. In response to this demand, the
students have organized themselves as the Alcala Promo
tions Group (APG), theofficial title the interns will use to
represent themselves in all communications and advertis
ing. Similar to an actual marketing agency, APG utilizes
the collaborative effort of various promotional and finan-

Order
of

Omega
:iona

Chaney

Staff Writer
Some common myths about USD Greeks are that their
;ystem isonly involved with social calenders and wearing
etters around campus. However, organizations such as
he Order of Omega exist to dispell these untruths as it
ecognizes leadership and service to both the Greek
immunity and the San Diego community. Order of
Dmega represents the top three percent of the Greeks on
;ampuses nationwide. For smaller Greek systems such as
JSD's this honor becomes much more prestigious be;ause it initiates fewer members. In order to become a
nember of the Order applicants must have a minimum of
'0 unitscompleted, extensive involvement in both on and
iff campus activities, and they must be active members of
heir fraternity or sorority. Order of Omega initiated
ourteen new members on March 20. These new initiates
lope to better faculty relations with the Greeks on campus
ind they plan to hold a faculty/staff and Greek member
»anquet so that the two may come together in a more
elaxed environment. Another idea Order of Omega is
vorking on is a faculty award so that supportive faculty
nemmmbers too may be recognized by the Greek comnunity. When asked what it meansto be a member, Order
>f Omega Presisdent, Matt Hill responded "It is a way for
hose who dedicate a lot of time and effort into both USD
md the outside community to gain respect from peers and
acuity. Ultimately, it is our chance to shine."

Z28 Maximum Camaro
cial departments, such as public relations, budgeting and
marketing research.
'This class is a great world experience," remarks intem
Brad Gertula. "I don' t see it as a college class, I see it as a large
group of business professional coming together to complete

a number of promotional objectives."
APG also works with Sgro Promo Associates, a San
Francisco Bay Area marketing promotions agency which
facilitates the internship and coordinates communica
tions with General Motors and City Chevrolet- Geo.
Nicole Francis, former GMI participant and current Sgro
representative for USD finds the program to be ex
tremely beneficial to students. "The skills the students
leam and the experience they gain can also be very
J helpful in launching their job search — this was certainly
|
the case for me. Boasting the name "General Motors" on
^ a student resume is a powerful tool."
| In fulfilling GMI promotional objectives, the student
|interns must utilize their organizational skills, teamwork
I skills and creativity. Intern representatives from each
department of the Alcala Promotions Group must for
mally present their ideas to City Chevrolet -Geo, who
will then make recommendations and give the decision to
proceed. At that point APG will finalize their plans for the
outcome of their efforts — the promotional event featur
ing vehicles from City Chevrolet- Geo on the USD
campus, tentatively scheduled for a date in late April.

Phi Alpha Delta
Pre- Law Fraternity
Fiona Chaney
Staff Writer

'•xi zabfe

"If you are thinking about law school and
you are not thinking about Phi Alpha Delta,
you just aren't thinking." This is one of the
catch phrasesPhi Alpha Delta uses in describ
ing what the fraternity is about.
Phi Alpha Delta International is a pre - law
fraternity dedicated to helping its members
plan for law school applications, prepare for
the LSAT and make contacts in the legal field.
"You find out so many things about what
you are getting into in terms of going to law
school. It really made me realize that I didn't
want to go to law school," said Jennifer
McVey. McVey views her decision as a
positive reflection on Phi Alpha Delta "If I
hadn't joined PAD I probably would have
applied and gone to law school in the fall and
would end up hating it," she said.
Other actives find that Phi Alpha Delta
gives them a lot more than any other organi
zation. "I have met a lot of people that may
affect my future career. By making these
contacts it helps todefine my goalsand where
I want to be," said Kevin Papp, a junior and
member of PAD.
Phi Alpha Delta membership definitely
has its benefits. PAD has an alumni network

that connects undergraduate members with lawyers
and justices so that internships may be set up. The
national office will personally contact these people
and get a foot in the door for its members.
Tuesday night meetings are a lot more than plan
ning social calendars and fund-raisers.
Rather, professionals from various areas of the
law, students of the law, law school professors and
representatives from different LSAT preparation
courses come to speak and answer questions. This is
the best way for law school hopefuls to gain a grasp
of what is in store for them down the road. Phi Alpha
Delta also arranges visits to the state prison and holds
mock trials. PAD actives also receive discounts on
various LSAT preparation courses.
This highly professional fraternity has seen great
increases in its pledge class sizes and has come a long
way in the past three years. Upcoming activities for
Phi Alpha Delta include a retreat on April 10, partici
pation in the SMILE Carnival on April 23 and initia
tion.
Phi Alpha Delta meets on Tuesday nights at 7 p.m.
in UC 107 and holds rush every semester. The
fraternity welcomes students of all majors and class
levels to go through Rush. With all the activites,
contacts and support Phi Alpha Delta has to offer, it
makes this fraternity much more than just another line
on one's resume.
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Nikki Dudine

Special to the VISTA

To begin with, I was terrified and
excited all rolled into one. I could not
believe that I could be without the U.S.
of A. for a totalof four months. It came
down to the day and my mom was such
a mess that I had no time to think about
whata mess I should have been. Butas
soon as the plane took off... it hit me.
I cried for an hour, slept for an hour,
watched the movie and got excited for
a new experience.
By the time we arrived in Florence,
everyone wasso exhausted, weall just
wanted a shower, sleep and food. I met
my roommates and we ventured out to
find somewhere to eat. After dinner, I
met my fourth roommate. It ended up
that she went to USD also. We both
looked familiar to each other, but we
had never met before. Marisa was the
one who made my whole semester ttffft
much better.
After the initial shock of being in a
foreign culture, people began to get
into the routine of school. We began to
travel on the weekends. Our first ex
cursion was to a little island off the
west coast of Italy, called Elba. Then
to part of the Italian Riviera. We hiked
from Monterossa to Vernazza. We
thought it would be a walk (15-20

Spotlight —Rosalind Marinnn Klump
Darcie Mclntire

Staff Writer
It is a warm sunny day in Del Mar, home of the
star of the Alumni Spotlight this week — Rosalind
Marinou Klump.
During my interview with her, I notice that
Rosalind hasan air of approachable professionalism
as she answers my questions willingly and thor
oughly.
I start out asking the La Jolla native about her
college life. She tells me she graduated from USD
twenty years ago and majored in philosophy.
"I remember USD as being a peaceful, small
place to study," Klump said, "and having fun people
to party with ... all in all I would say USD was a
pretty good experience."
Although Klump described the campus as being
peaceful, she admits she contributed in making it a
bit less serene. She was an Alpha Delta Gamma
little sister (at that time there were only fraternities
and little sisters in the Greek system at USD). She

minutes), but it turned out to be a two
hour hike. My dad came to visit the
next weekend and parried with us rill
3 a.m. Then we were off to Munich,
Germany for Oktoberfest. It was ab
solutely the best rime I've ever had. I
met people from all over the world.
We also went to a concentration camp
— which was a sobering sight
Even though we usually left on the
weekends, we took day trips during
the week. There was so much to see
just in Florence, such as
Michelangelo's David, the Ponte
Vecchio, the Uffizi, etc ... We also
took day trips to Pisa and Assissi.
There were school trips to Rome and
Venice.
Even though I did go to a lot of
places, there are still plenty that I did
not make it to. I loved the experience
so much that I went back for Spring
Break, and I plan to go again after
graduation.
Going away to see the world was
one of the best things that I have
done. You cannot imagine what it's
like until you do it. Before I decided
to go, everyone said, "You won't
regret it!" How right they were! I
only regret not being able to stay
longer. You meet so many different
people, whether it be the snob from
Yale, the surfer from California, the
New Yorkerwith theaccentor the preppy

recalls how she and her friends would
periodically use a water balloon launcher
to terrorize the campus.
Klump took part in some "legalized"
water sports as well, such as water skiing
and sailing,and she participated in pow
der-puff footballduring hercollege years.
I also learned that things have not
changed much in the Mission Beach party
life, being that Klump said that the Beach
comber and the Pennant were popular
USD hangouts then as well as now.
Besides being active in the social side
of USD, Klump said she liked studying
her philosophy major.
"I liked learning about existentialism
and contemporary thinking," Klump said.
Upon graduating from USD, Klump
began her real- life adventure by moving
to Philadelphia. She took courses at
Villanova and considered law school.
"I liked the excitement of Philadel
phia and the metropolitan feel," said Klump.
"There was a lot of different things going on —
progressive thinking — it was more intellectual
instead of all sports- oriented."
She returned to San Diego after deciding that
law was not for her. She took a job with I. Magnin
in the accessory department. Because of her, that
department had the highest sales increase ever.
Klump commented on working for such a large
corporation, "In order to do well, you must re
member to maintain your independent thinking
— by doing this you can gain immunity from
upper management."
The I. Magnin job transferred her to the San
Franc isco store; however, she began toquestion a
career in retailing and considered the possibility
of higher education.
"I thought I should further educate myself to
compete — everyone had a B.A. — a Master's is
really good to have, especially if you' re a woman."
She attended the University of San Francisco
and attained her MBA. She worked full- time at
first for a large computer software company and
then for an entrepreneurial firm as a general
merchandising manager.
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Nikki Dudine and friends in Rome
Midwesterner. You are all in the
same boat. You are in a culture that
is totally foreign and you end up

working together to learn about it and
fit in. Along the way you manage to
have the time of your life.

"This was the first time I could test my
education and incorporate business planning
from I. Magnin," Klump said. "I could build a
company on my own and use my negotiating
experience as well."
Klump said she still felt she had to move on
and pursue her interest in the computer indus
try. "I came back to San Diego in 1988 to take
a field marketing position as a market develop
ment manager with Microsoft; however, the
job changed — that is when I decided to go on
my own."
She began her own business, called the Mar
keting Resource Group, at home. Besides
doing marketing and public relations for busi
nesses, she also became interested in the non
profit organization realm.
Two years ago she created the "KickStart for
Kids" program which is led by Charger
placekicker John Carney which benefits chil
dren with physical deformities that can be
helped with plastic surgery.
"I've enjoyed working for business for the
sake of a cause ," said Klump. "I would also
like to see progressive programs which would
benefit community service programs already
in place — If the little nonprofits pool their
resources they would all be more effective."
Well, it is fairly obvious that Klump has had
her share of business experience and changes
in the career path. Of course, being a woman
has some effect on this in a largely male dominated profession. I asked Klump how
being a woman affects working in a business
environment.
"If you are a woman who has leadership
personality, it can be tough," Klump said, "But
I think that's changing... there's more women
in the work force and they can pursue what they
want to pursue.The more that women work
with men, the more comfortable the men are."
With Klump's resume, I wondered if she had
any advice to give college students. Klump
said to try a couple of jobs first to see what
things you like and dislike; after these jobs you
can figure out what you like todo best and what
you are best at.
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The milk of this world drips across my
welcome lips. The shock of being thrust
back into the Concrete has shaken me a bit
more than usual. And i lay on the roof of
Maher, rosary in hand, trying to understand
His words.
Ours is not to wonder why,Ours is but to
do and die...
i pull myself from Transcendence and
focus on the big black sky above.The moon
is full and bats fly freely about the
Immaculata's bell tower. My thoughts re
turn to Death.
my room was quiet when i returned. The
last strains of the blue Nothing wandered in
and out of my presence—she touches all of
us in unique ways. Death is a dancer, Death
is the music.
Sleep tries to console me with his song.
But it is useless, my eyes shift uncontrolla
bly under my eyelids as my pillow grows
wet with perspiration and the heavy weight
of enlightenment rests on my consciousness
and subconsciousness.
Stretch the bones over my skin, Stretch the
skin over my head, I'm going to the holy
land...
The Dream begins solemnly with the
sweet strains of a string quartet. And the

Let Me Drozim
band plays in synch with the throng, oscillat the Natural World to you right now. I found
ing within the Ballroom walls. Everyone is him in the Concrete, flailing about like a fly
there, clad in tuxedos and evening gowns. caught in the spider's web."
There is laughter from the audience.
They chat amongst each other — the beauti
"In any case, this is without a doubt the
ful people laugh and sing triumphantly. The
quartet plays its codas with sensual ardor and most magnificent of all my creations. Oh,
the notes float to the ceiling, making love to he's simply disgusting. Bring him in, boys."
The huge men wheel in the covered Cage
chandeliers of glass and stone.
The Master of Ceremonies steps to the and leave hurriedly. The Master of Ceremo
microphone and taps it gently. "Hello ... nies walks to the cage with the microphone in
Her hand and the Crowd watches anxiously
Hello? Can everybody hear me fine?"
The crowd responds with affirmations, as as she toys with the cover on the Cage.
"OK, band, hit it." The quartet begins to
they hold caviar and sparkling water in their
paws. There is nervous giggling and anticipa play Beethoven's Ninth and the woman
tion for what the hostess will present to the screams over the chaotic melodies, "He is
neither living nor dead. He is not one of us or
patrons.
"Wonderful," She speaks through the white one of them. He is a child of light and a child
cake makeup coated over her gaunt face. Her of darkness. He is mine, but also belongs to
lips are thin, blood-red with lipstick and pome both Lucifer and the almighty ever-living
granate cream. She reminds me of Joel Grey God."
Ileal my wounds without a trace, Seal my
in "Cabaret," singing about joy and comfort
tomb without my f ace,/' m going to the lonely
in the midst of —
"Nothing in the world, in the Concrete or place ...
Get yourself afraid, Get yourself alone,
Abstract, could give more pleasure than pre
senting this curiosity, this veritable freak of Get yourself contained, Get yourself control
Alone in —
"Ladies and Gentle
man, theSuperunknown,
the simultaneous pres
ence of both Life and
myself, Death. Blake's
bastard, Shelley's lover
and Coleridge's antith
esis, he is —"
The cover falls,
J
1
i see myself in the
Cage, like Frankenstein's
Monster with "Paradise
Lost" in one hand and
the Bible in the other.
The Beautiful people
squirm, swoon, faint.
They circle around me
three times, hexing, spi t-

you see me everyday,
but tfiiow not who i

i Cive in shadows buift J
by ignorance andfear. I
i am Cowby.
i am nothing yet ev
erything.
i wander through the
hafts trying to find
meaning in the meaningfess.
i am an anomaly and
do not fit in.

Visionary
The vision of one world costs
you the vision of another.
The sunlight sinks into my
black pupils and i awake. The
night was rough and sleep was
plagued with uneasy dreams, i
am glad to see the blue sky shine
outside my window.
A smile approaches my lips
cautiously, but then rests com
fortably on my face. It feels so
foreign to smile, but for some
reason the unending tumult in
my growing mind seems to be at
a standstill this particular morn
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ing. Smiles seem natural, i get
dressed and leave my room to go to
class.
A memory crosses my eyes as i
see the Immaculata on my way to
English Lit. A vision from two
nights before settles on my sphere
of thought —
The Angel was walking with me
along Marian Way. She was the
same Angel who saved me the night
of Cafe Asylum, and she was talk
ing about Life, i watched the stars
shine brilliantly above us as her
words floated like music in my ears.

Her name is Muse and she pos
sesses the gift of Thought. People
tend to see her in a different light
than she should be seen. The Beau
tiful People mistake her ideals and
dreams of Love for Naivete and
lack of Knowledge.
But, that's the furthest thing from
the truth. Muse thinks, breathes
Unconditional Love. Her road has
led her to Sunshine and Light. Not
Thel's sunshine and light — which
ended up being transitory and tem
poral —but true Sunshine and Light.
While my world is a juxtaposi
tion of Dark and Light, Hers is pure
Light. That is simply amazing, that
is Beautiful.
Muse is the Beautiful.
Muse and i were walking in front
of the Immaculata —
Like an Angel flying over your
house, Like an Angel passing out
wishes...

ting at such an anomaly, i am the dirt beneath
their feet, the pollen in the air.
The music plays on. The women and men
dance around me and all i can do is read "The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell"over and over
again.
i can't find the words or the place in my
heart to leave this existence, to leave the
Abstract and give up the vision of the mad
man singing, screaming over the sea — of
Demons loving Angels, and Angels kissing
Demons and orgasmic thrusts of burning
knowledge and intellect — just to sacrifice
all i've gained in the field of my thoughts
and imagination to be part of the very crowd
that spits at me, that reviles me, that refuses
to acknowledge my existence.
Hang my head, Drown my fears, Till you
all just, Disappear...
i have all these grand notions in my heart
and don't know how to fulfill them.
The Master of Ceremonies, Death, twirls
around my Cage as the other couples dance
around Her. The Music stops, chandeliers
fall to the ground, face masks fall from the
countenances of the Beautiful people, re
vealing skulls. They all stop and stare at me.
Swords are drawn, guns are loaded.
The Dream ends wifh a memory —
When i was in high school, i was on the
track team. It was a meet day and there was
a congregation of people encircling some- '
thing near the finish line, i approached the
crowd wondering what had captivated their
attention.
There was a small puppy — a mongrel —
convulsing in the middle of this group of
people. They all stood in wonderment as the
tiny dog fell on its side in a seizure. The dog
trembled as saliva flew from its mouth, its
hands stood straight in the air, appearing to
reach for help. The crowd did nothing but
stare incredulously. And when the dog's
seizure ended, all the crowd did was dis
perse uncaringly and let the dog die alone.
The dog was diseased.
They needn't care.
You need not care.

Muse started whispering grand dreams.
The Moon depends on the Sun
ideas about God and Nature. She
captivated my mind and made my for Light.
She dominates my thoughts
heart leap with unbelievable joy.
It was exciting to be in Her pres now. More than Thel did, more
ence, to be in Her space, relishing than the Romantics ever did. The
most wonderful thing is, although
in Her revelations.
Two bats flew from out of the She permeates my Being now,
Immaaiiata's Bell Tower i mis- -Sfretloesirtcloudmy vision.She
takenly called the bats birds, but lets me breathe and doesn't quell
the Storms within me.
Muse corrected me.
She smiles in the Rain, and
"They're bats. Aren't they beau
brings Sunlight when the Storms
tiful?" Muse said sweetly.
i was overcome with emotion, i subside. She doesn't fight the
seized the oppurtunity and told Storm, but loves it.
Unfortunately, Muse holds the
Her how i felt about Her in that
moment, i tried to tell herabout the opinion that two worlds, the vi
Concrete and the Abstract, about sion of two worlds, cannot be
Life and Death, about Poetry and held simultaneously. Maybe she
Love, True Love, as if she didn't doesn't feel the Love for me i
feel for her, but when i look in
know —
Across the waste of space and her eyes i can see the Truth.
i tend to overwhelm people, i
fields of air I fly alone at night ,
hope
i haven't overwhelmed Her.
Please, please think,of me because
i
am
forging an identity, an
I'm, I'm by your side ...
identity
built
around notions of
But, Muse already knew. She
Romance
and
Reason, i have
already knew.
taken
the
words
of Blake and
Muse has a mission she needs to
Christ
and
built
castles
with them
fulfill. It is a grand one, one that i
in
the
air.
i
have
two
eyes,
with
have no doubts in my mind She
one
i
see
the
Yin
and
with
the
will fulfill. She speaks like Spring
other,
the
Yang.
time and tiny brooks and streams.
Muse is like me, but unlike
She's red roses and candy canes,
me.
She is so much more beauti
she's candied apples and carnival
ful,
powerful,
honest, loving, vi
lights. She is the Sun.
brant.
i
shudder
in her presence,
But, i am the Moon. We have
my
mind
returns
to English
two roads, separate but equal, we
class.
A
smile
graces
my lips.
must follow, i am so scared she
And
i
know
it's
for
Her.
will not see their similarities, but
The
vision
of
one
world
re
go on and ignore the chemistry,
veals
the
vision
of
another.
the need that exists when we ex
change words and hopes and
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Hardin's
Sense

Hey all you cool chics and cats gettin' ready to wear gowns and caps- the following information is pertinent for any member of the
class of '94 who wants to sail off into the "real world" with lasting memories:

Help! Hardin,
I am senior female and I'm in a
pickle. My boyfriend is also a
senior, but he transferred here last
year. He surprised me the other
day with two tickets to the Senior
Banquet. This is the first time he
has bought something for me
during our entire nine months
together, so I can't not accept them.
This poses a real problem for me
though. Rumor has it that my exroommate has submitted several
pictures of me from freshmen year
for the Senior Banquet Slide Show.
The pictures are reminiscent of my
wilder days - the days which my
current boyfriend knows nothing
about. The pictures aren't anything
too bad, just some shots of me
dancing naked with Third East,
popping out of Art Hughes'
Birthday Cake, and streaking the
Pennent. I'm not ashamed of my
past but my boyfriend has no idea
that I used to behave this way. I'm
afraid that he will not take the sight
of me naked on screen in front of
the entire senior class very well. I
can't go to the Banquet. I need
advice quick!!

The launching event is the renowned USD Senior Banquet, and if you're really top-notch hot, you'll come join the festivities. We
raise anchor and begin the party on Friday, May 6 at 6 PM (Red Lion Inn located in Hazard Center). The fun-filled night will
include dinner, dancing, class awards and a tear-wrenching slide show. Tickets are on sale for twenty dollars at the U.C. Box Office
or from any member of the Senior Banquet Committee listed below.
Therefore let the Senior Follies begin! On this page and for the following three issues of the VISTA there will be guessing games,
puzzles and trivia questions pertaining to the Class of '94. Fill out your answers (Seniors only, please) on a piece of paper (No
Dah!) with your name and phone number. Return it to a box at the U.C. Information Desk before the next issue of the VISTA.
e
winner will be decided by the amount of correct answers for the entire four weeks. Remember- an entry a week must be submitted in
order to be eligible for the grand prize— Free limousine ride to the banquet!
This week: Match the baby picture with the
appropriate Senior Banquet Committee member.
Ga-Ga-Goo-Goo (AKA Good Luck!)

Senior Banquet Committee Members:
Val Attisha
Cathy Berguson
Sherri Bliss
John Bosman
Kristin Chapman
Daryl Corrca
Molly Cronin
Stefanie Derrington
Eve Fromberg
Shannon Goss
Jen Hardin
Matt Heinze
John Held

Kim Jones
<9>tu Kerst
Dian Kirkman
Keith Koszuta
John Lambert
Doug Meier
Beth Mitchell
Darrick Morse
Erin McCalmon
Allen McNamee
Jeff Nelligan
Brian Quijano
Lauren Qiaski

Tracy Schweiger
Meghan 6emmer
Kristin Skow
Matt Simons
Tom Vertetis
Jay Vigeland
Kat Wood

Sincerely,
Panty-less Past
Dearest Panty-less,
The way I see it you have just
one option. Since missing the
Senior Banquet is out of the
question, your only choice is to
take your boyfriend up on his offer
and go with him. When the lights
go down and the slides come up,
face the music and grin and bare
it!
(Drop any pictures/slides for the
Banquet at the UC Box Office)
! I!
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hat is a Coottr?
By: Janet Ophelia
Englandson

1) That fat greasy me
chanic on Dukes of
Hazzard?
"Hey Cooter, did
Roscoe come looking
for us?
2) That thing Big Bird is
always scratching?
"Gee Grover, my
cooter itches!"
3) What people get snow
up it if they went sled
ding naked?
"It is freezing out there
and I just got snow up
my cooter, brrrr!"
4) What mucisians play
when thay forget their
instruments?
"Hey Leon, your
Cooter sounds great
tonight man"
5) A police use of hook-

"Hey Shmoo stop
ers as a riot control
changing into a Cooter,
device?
"Hey get that cooter out find a new shape!"!
10) The fruit of the
of my face copper!!"
Tingleberry tree.
6) David Letterman's
"Hey try one of these
private pleasure tool?
cooters they are really
"Hey Paul, your cooter
ripe!"
is running low on bat
11)
Those green things
teries."
7) The poor man's Oscar you cough up when your
sick.
for bad movies with
"Eeeeeeuuuuuuw,
naked women (Pornos)?
"I'd like to thank every nasty cooter."
12) A type of fish and
one who made it pos
chips in England.
^
sible for me to hold a
"Mate,
you
put
too
Cooter tonight"
much salt and vinegar
8) What you spread toe
on my cooter."
jam with?
13) A bunch of unskilled
"Stop hogging the
butt breath basketball
cooter, my toe jam is
players.
getting cold!"
"Man those cooters
9) The shmoos favorite
suck."
thing to turn into?

LATIN

continued from, page I
Dumbo!" By the end of the song,
the chant has mutated into, "Hay
viene Dumbo! Mira Dumbo! Mira
mijo Dumbo!," which implies a
change of mind-set in the speaker.
Initially, the story is of a parent
telling his or her child to look at
Dumbo and by the end of the song,
through the use of language, the
parent iscalling their child Dumbo.
It sounds odd in print, but sonically it is one of the most compel
ling tracks on the record.
"Manifold De Amour" is ex
tremely stirring. Strings and the
bass are the instrumentsemployed
to create a vast landscape over
which Hidalgo sings, "Voy a
Navegar/ Al puerto de alma/
Cruzando el mar." This translates
into a metaphor about sailing be
yond the sea of the corporeal into
the port of the soul.
While most of The Latin Play
boys is challenging, there are some
conventional songs on the album.
"New Zandu" is mostly a rock
affair with climbing electric gui
tars and a coherent drum loop.
"Chinese Suprize" and "Forever

Night Shade Mary" are similar in
composition.
But the real experime tations
are the lyrics and the way they are
presented. Narratives are almost
nonexistent (except on "Rudy's
Party," and even then, the lyrics
aren't actually heard on the song
but can only be found on the lyric
sheet). Instead, the thoughts and
verse are free flowing. At times,
songs like "Lagoon" sound like
they were meant to be included on
a spoken word album—the lyrics
are read, not sung, while the music
plays a secondary role. As a result,
some songs on The Latin Play
boys sound like hip coffeehouse
stylings.
That's why The Latin Playboys
works. It's refreshing to see artists
like David Hidalgo challenge lis
teners tostrip theirprejudices away
and listen to sonic experimenta
tions. The album is very impres
sive and shows the maturity and
range of experienced musicians
and technicians. The Latin Play
boys play in fields into which some
musicians are scared to go, and as
a result, the band has created a
work that is enjoyable and com
pelling.

_ joey

Santos

